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PREFACE 

This thesis has !grown out 'of an interest first stimulated 

by a study course on the Bhagavadgit&. Since Krsna is tbe dominant 
••• 

figure in that devot~onal poem I felt myself further challenged to 

pursue research on t~e Krsna figure as it was represented in a great-
••• 

- - I - -er work, the j1ahabhal1ata, of which the ~ is but a part. It soon 
I 

became apparent that Ithere was no one concpt of this ce~tral person 

in the world's largest Epic. There were too many elements of a 

truly human nature a*d at the same tjLme other elements which made it 

clear that one was confronted with more than a mere human being, i.e., 

a divinity. 

In the beginni~ the questi~n foremost in my mind was, Who was 

Krsna? But with the! discovery of a number of figures another question 
••• 

posed itself, Is there any way in reconciling the various figures or 
I 

images of the man-goa? 

Living in the W~stern world as ,,,e do the thrust of the SCientifiC 

mind is constantly dlrected towards an analytical approach to man 

himself and the matetial world in which he lives to the point where 
I 

, , 

the sense of the wholeness of life has been more or less neglected. 

It has been encouraging to note the opposite trend in the Mahabhirata. 
I 

Here there is an emphasis on the wholeness of life and an effort is 

consciously made to ~ynthesize the various elements surrounding Krsna 
I ••• 

(which must have beeh in circulation at the time of comp,ilation) 

into One comprehensiye whole,a synthesi8 which was possible under 



it 

the Hindu teaching coincerning avataras. 

It must have beein no small undertaking at a time when sectarian 

movements and cults w~re threatening the very existence of Hinduism 

and in fact underminiing the belief in a divine being. The Mahabharata 

took form to stem thel pluralism by gathering up a whole compendium 

of the Hindu way of llife and then popularizing it by means of a rather 

, -
new and personal deit~ and teacher, Sri Krsns. And the divine poem, 

••• 
the Bhagavadglta, whiFh is attributed to him has rung a respgnsive 

note in the hearts of! the Indian people ever since. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

i 
- 2 ... 

There is little ~oubt that late Hinduism has been greatly 
, , 

influenced by the figpre of SrI I~~~a. This has not always been so, 

for there is little rbference to Krsna in either Vedic or Upanisadic 
• •• • 

literature. Somehow ~he image of ~~t;a as a divine figure was 
I 

introduced into Indiah philosophic and religious thinking at some 

stage of history" and1even when his godhead was introduced it was 

not freely admitted f~r some centuries. After the arrival of the 

}~habhara~~ as an Epic and the ascendency of the ~~~a figure it 

took the B.haF;avadgIt~~ the devotional poem embodied into the Epic 

possibly as late as q~e second century" n.c., to stimulate the rise 

of this deity to .. popuiarity, and that only after several more cen-

turies had elapsed. 

One is hard put ¢o uncover genuine historical evidence with re-

gard to the developmetilt of the ~~I]a figure, for archaeological research 

has contributed only ~ little supportfLve information. Myths and legends 

which are numerous oVer a period of time coalesced to shiipe thle various 

aspects of the Kosambi 3 s contention is that Krsna was ••• 

really foreign to the 1l>1ahabharata and that at some later date popular-

1 ization began. 
, -
Sri !}rsna is popularly believed to be Olll~ of the in-

I ••• 

carnations of Visnu • ,However, he behaves at times like any other human 
• • 

beine" and in the Mahabharata (LXXXVI) an explanation is given of why 

this is 2 
so. 

1. Kosambi, D.]). - Th~ Culture and Civilization of Ancient Indi,a, 91. 
2. This point is. discussed later in the thesis, 66. 
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There seem to be: a number of levels on which Krsna appears in ... 
the Epic or else one would have to argue that there must have been a 

number of different pier sons who were known by the same name who 

appear at different tlimes and in different ~ .. ays. There are those 

who s~ggest that the name 'Krsna' appears already in Indian an-
••• 

tiquity - from an ordlinary tribal chieftain down to the time of the 

Epic designation for :the Supreme God, Brahman, himself. From the 

contents of the Mahab!harata it is argued that the mission of the 
! 

Lord required expresslion in many forms, for the belief is evident 

I 
that the Supreme One ~ay assume many incarnations to restore the 

1 

I 

balance of values in Ithe world by supressing evil and reviving "right-

eousness't. For this iis how the Lord manifests himself within the 

world order, and th.a~ without becoming contaminated by the stain of 

action or its fruit Js is the case with,other human beings. He 

participates in the ~orld and at the same time transcends it as the 

model of true and noble action. 

What strikes the reader as most significant in the story of the 

Y~habharata is that ~t,makes room for growth and development. The 

Epic first introduceS: Krsna as human figure and then moveS on towards 
I ••• 

an overall climax of ,Krsna as a divine figure to whom devotion is to ... 
be accorded. Such a Iconcept of development is not limited to one 

particular civilization for H.G. Creel, Chinese Thought, observed 

Oil similar trend in ancient Chinese culture, 

"The reputedfot,tnders of aristocratic families were in many 
cases at least~ mythological heroes or even deities.' 1 .. 

1. Creel, H.G. - Chinese Thought, l8f. 
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We are further told that at the time of the Chou Dynasty it was 

commonly believed th~t the family of Chou kings was descended from 

an ancestor call Hou IChi, a name that literally suggests an agri-

cultural deity, who ~as miraculously conceived and miraculously 

escared from harm. ~cestral aristocrats were conceived as liying 

in the heavens and friom there 8i ving victory in war and prosperity 

in peace. Earliest Clhinese cults were directed to live in harmony 

with the will of the Qncestors so that adherents to the cultic 
I 

beliefs might become the due reCipients of the ancestors' blessings. 

There is some similar~ty here to the Krsna of the Mahabharata for 
••• 

he is frequently conn~cted with rain and clouds which are so necessary 

. 1 
in an agricultural ecpnomy. Later in Puranic literature Krsna assumes 

another significant rple as protector of cattle as well as those who 

tend them, the gopis. 

Beyond the evolu~ion of the Krsna figure in the'Epic there follows 
••• 

the conception that h~ is the one who allows the growth of individual 

responsibility so plainly manifest in the BhagavadgIta itself. Those 

who respond to his gu;ldance deserve his grace and merit his help. 

Those who violate the i law of dharma, namely, the proud and haughty, 

are given enoueh'rope'so that in the end they hang themselves. The 

best example is Dury~dhana who again and again is appealed to in the 

hope that he will reswond on the side of righteousness but instead 

choses the road to .destruction. 

1. Hbh. III.202 (car li'umbles like rain cloudS); 203 ( Krsna's voice 
-- I ••• • 

is deen like the rGll of the rain cloud) i Vl.153 (creator of. rain); ,.. - -
etc. (All referenqes to the Mahabharata are from P. Roy's 
translation). 
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This essay is ah attempt to trace the evolution of the Krsna 
I ••• 

figure within the li~erature of the Hahabharata. There are at least 

three strata on ~lic~ the problem is to be pursued: the historical, 

the metaphysical andi the cultic. Within this frame of reference we 

shall concern oursel~es with two problems; 

1. To discover lif Kr~~a was a real person> and if so, to what. 
extent he ma~ifested human qualities and characteristics, to 
be thus featfred in the history of the Bharatas 

20 To trace the, development of thousht and belief from the finite 
personage tol a more complicated infinite and ultimately 
Supreme BeinS, a self-revelation that finds its epogee in the 
GIta IV.8. 

The historical backeround of the Mahabharati, such as the dating 

of the Epic> its autlhorship and the tribal families concerned, together 

with their relationship wi th each other is straight-forward. He shall 

direct ourselves to ithese in so far as .they relate to t he issue before 

us; the interpretati!on of the Krsndl figure portrayed for us in the 
••• 

Hahabharata. 
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II THE HAI·WUL.~TA As HINDU EPIC LITERATURE 

Dating 
i 

Our first concern is to est~blish some reasonable basis for 

dating the epic period within the lone religious tradition ofII~dia. 

Unfortunately we do hot have any really adequate historic data for 

fixing a specific date with accuracy with the result that both Indian 

and Western scholars I have shown a wide divergence based on numerous 

suppositions and ass~ptions which mayor may not be correct •. Archaeo- ' 

logic evidence is me~gre and has contributed little to date fixing. 
, 

It cannot be called upon to extricate us from the dilemma. 
I 

Every phase of Hindu culture is traditionally traced back to 

the Vedic period. T~e Aryans start w'i th what is known as the Vedic age. 

The primeval word, OM, which is co-eternal with the creative urge, is 
,. 

acco rding to Vedic rsis the fundamental language from which the word of . ~ 
thought and existenc~ originated. The s·ame principle is attested to 

in any subsequent re~igious literature. Whenever attempts are made to 

designate the Vedic age all Indian tradition agrees tl-a t it came near' 

the end of the third Iperiod of the world cycle, just before the final 

era of the world cycie began. Unanimous and authoritative voices have 

stated that the compilation of the ~ by one known as Veda Vyasa 

took place at about 3100 B.C. 1 The religious system of ti~ Mantras 

was in use long befoie that period. 

I 1. 2 h h i The advent of. t4e Ka i age was one in w ic opposit on was 

1. Krishnamacharya, 1.1<.. - Preface to the ~...ahabharata, 25f. 
2. The basic cycle i~ the kalpa, sometimes spoken of as the "day of 

Brahm~lt. One Kalpa = 14 Manvantaras; one manvantara = 71 mahayugas; 
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being directed again~t the doctrine of unprofitable expenditure of 

food and foolish cha~ity. It has been suggested that the Kali age~ 

as a designation of ~ particular world age J is one of deterioration 
J 

of the world order. j[t signalizes the stage of disharmony and dis-

agreement and quarre~s among men, particularily here the Aryans of 

India. The answer t9 the questioning of the Vedic practices was to 

be found in subseque~t religious writings which appeared" such as 

the iral}yaka and Upabi~ad1i. These were by in large interpretations 

of Vedic thought and!practice. 

The Hahabharataias a story of a great battle within the ranks 

of the Arya~s in Nor¢h India fits into the time slot of the Kali age. 

The beginning of the: Kali age has been established to have begun 

somewhere around 310@ B.C. According to l~ishnamacharya~ 

''The acceptableiview is that the original work must have 
I 

been writtenJ ~f not at the s arne time" at least at a time 
not far from tl~e date of the stirring events. In respect 
of this questic)n we may for thc~ present take as sound and 
valuable the a*guments and conclusions of Rao Bah~dur 
c.v. Vaidyu" w~o fixes it at about B.C. 3100." 1 

Such an early fixing!of the date may be in line with the beginning of 

the Kali age as the last great age of this dispensation and the argument 

is that the <!-bove dat.e depended on the astronomer's determination. 

It appears reasonabl~ to assume that the Kaliyuga should be ushered in 

by some remarkable c~rcumstance or event (The Bharata War) and that this 

each Mahayuga is in tlurn divided into four yugas or ages, called Krta, 
Tret~, Dvapara and ~li. Each yuga represents a progressive decline in \. 
piety, morality" stningth" stature" longevity and happiness. "iie are 
at present in the Ka~iyuga, which began, according to tradition in 
3102 n.c." believed to be the year of the Hahabharata tiar." (Basham 
The '\'londer that was ]ndia) 321.) 
1. Krishnamacharya, ']J.R. - Preface to) the Hahabharata, 25. 
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, 

event was of necessitr associated with Astronomical positions. 

Assuming that the ear~iest written form of the Mahabharata 

appeared at least not, far from such stirring events, we are led to 

wonder abouit: the reas.bn for the frequent references: to other 

literature, such as tbe Puranas) the BrahmalJas, Vedanta, aamayana 

and the Upani~ads whi~h must have existed in written form at the 

time of the writing of the }~habharata and been well enough 

established and recognized as authority to be mentioned in the Epic. 
! 

Such writings post date the Kaliyuga date fixing at 3102 B.C. 

In addition mention i~ made of systems of philosophy such as the 

Sankhya, Mimamaa, Yog~ and Vedanta, r1eferences to which are scattered 

1 throughout the whole Epic. 

Other suggestedidates of compilation range anywhere from l700 B.C. 

to A.D. 200 or even 3bo. From such a variety of choices it can only 
I 

be argued in a more g~neral way that the Mahabharat; must have been 

compiled in its compl~ted form sometime after the Vedas (mantras), 

the Brabmanas(ritualistic commentaries) and the Upanisads (Philosophic-
• • I • 

al commentalt'ies). Thle fact that in the Epic mention is made of the 

Bamayau,a and Rima wou~d suggest that it 'was composed after the Rima 

event. Thils too falls in naturally with the system of avataras where 

Rams of the ~mayaI)l! precedes K:!~ of the Ma~bharata. In the Vana 

Parva Rima ,Clnd Krsna ~re linked, . .. 
Lo Vide, Roy, ~hibh~rata~'vols. 1.125; VIII.9l,97,98,114,l16; 

X.78,92,93,95,101,l09,110,l14; 
XI.340, 344, 347, 354,355,357,382, 
XII. 169,299,244, etc. ' 

,\ 
~".;,: " 
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And~ 0 Sister, I assisted by Rima, and Krishna, we are 
invincible in battle • • •• 1 

I 

Likewise in the Anus~sana parva, 

-You are the mighty ape Hanuman that aided Vishnu in 
the incarnation of Rima in his expedition against Ravena. 2 

The time at whi<th the Hahabharata was finalized is one in which , , 

there is an awarenes~ of sectarian elements and heterodox views for 

it is said that the landavas together with Vasudeva, upon the cessation 
•• 

of the Great War, ma4e gifts to high-souled Brahma~s and gratified 

servants, guests~ and even those who JI 

3 twere undeserving and those that held heterodox views.' 

This is further estaQlished by some of the questions that are raised 

in the Epic and whic4 were in need of being answered. Such questions 

are put into the moudh of Yudhisthira when he queries, 

'"({ho may be saidl to be the one god in the wor Id ~ 
I 

ifuo may be said Ito be the one object which is our sole 
refuge? • • • • 

'Hhat religion ils that Which, according to thy judgment is 
the foremost ofl all religions? 4 

and Bhisma replies th~t it is Vasudeva whose 1000 names are to be 
• 

recited. Such questipns would be meaningless if they were not public 

issues at that time o 

In this connectipn it would be helpful if we could determine 

1vhether such heterodo~ systems as the Buddhist and the Jainist were 

in vogue at the time 9f the 1vriting of the Jiahabharata. The names, ' 

1. Hbh. Vol.II, 35,! 
2.~~~d., Vol. X, 92 (XI. 340 

mentions 
. - 3. ~.) Vol. X, 93.! 

4 • ..lQis!.~ Vol. XI, 33~. 

presupposes the Ramayan~ and XII, 299 
the i Bimayana and 18,Puranas). 

I 
I 

! 
I 
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Buddhism and Jainism,j do not appear 'W'ithin the text althoui-;h other 

sects are mentioned qluite freelyo The name Gautama appears but 

from the context it dan hardly be said that h~ is the founder of 

Buddhism; it is most llikely a rather common name in use at that time. 

tfuen the praises of I~snQ ' are sung 'VIe are told that he is the 
I- • • 

Hahabharata and otherl histories of that kindo He is also the treatise 

called the 1limamsa an~ 

1 IGautama ( the ffmnder of the science of dialectics. 

Beyond this however, there are a number of philosophic views expressed 
I 

in the Epic that sugg~st Buddhist, thought and these are scattered 

throughout. In the V~na parva we find a rather lengthy discussion 

of things painful (du1;:tkha) that pi:oduce bodily suffering. The causes 

of mental grief and b6dily agony are 'expressly stated, 
" 

'Aff.ection is thr root of all fear J of joy and grief of 
every kind of pain • • • J and it is from affection 
that spring ,the, love of worldly 800ds. 2 

In Buddhist terminolo~y this is 'thirst' (tanha). The overcoming 

of pain and its cause' are explained in the concept of renunciation. 

It is not merely a withdrawl from worldly possessions, but being free 

from evil passions, al soul's dependence on nothing, and not placing 

. affection on either friends or on wealth. To quote the Hahabharat., 

'The man that is· influenced by affection is tortured by 
desire; and frok desire that springeth up in his heart 
his thirst for ~orldly possessions increaseth. Verily, 
this thirst is sinful and is regarded as the source of 
all anxietieso ! It is-this terrible thirst, fraught with 
sin, that leaneth unto unrighteous acts. Those find 
happiness that can renounce this thirst • • •• 3 . -, 

1. Ibid., Vol. ie, 93 •. -2. ~.J Vol. IIJ 5. 
3 •. Ibid. J Vol. II, 6. 
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, 
The Santi parva; brings to our attention Yudhisthira's recital of . 

his remorse after thel carnage of kuruk~etra, which in many respects 

sounds Buddhist as we~l. It is a lamentation that extols non-violence 

and regrets the death, of so many who deserve not to be slain. Blessed 

is 

.bstention from injury. Fie on the usages of Kshatriyas, 
Fie on might and valour. • • • 1 

In the same account we are told that the cause of the great calamity 

is due to the fact t~t 

They were i always fi lled with envy and hankering after 
worldly Q~jects, and were exceedingly subject to anger 
and joy.~ I 2 

And in his remorse Yudhisthira takes the blame on himself when he says, 

We have committed sin • • ~ Having slain them our wrath 
has been p~cified. But gr:lef is stupefying me.' 3 

His self-blame is fol~owed by an admonition to constant meditation on 

the Scriptures and be~ng engaged in p]~actices of renunciation. We are 
, 

confronted with sone ~triking parallels to the Asokan story in Indian 

history, who accordins to the Ceylonese chronicles secured his throne 

by a wholesale massacre of his brothers and was regarded as a monster 

of cruelty before hisiconversion to Buddhism. Upon his conversion 

he too felt the pangs :of remorse for he was captivated by the desire 

to enhance Buddhism a~d in accord with the Buddhist doctrine of 

ahimsa supressed the islaught,er of animals and followed a policy of 

religious toleration. 
,-

One of the footnotes to a verse in the Anusasana 

parva expresses Royls :thoughts,namely, that here we have at least 

an allusion to Buddha Ihimself. The particular verse reads, 

, 

1. Th.!.Q.., Vol. VIII.9 
2. Ibid., Vol VIII. ld. 
3. Ibid. . , 

'. , 
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"Thou art :he who put a sto'p to Vali's sacrifice.'. 1 

In a footnote Roy thiJnks that this cOluld refer to Buddha fer he 

writes, 

It may a]Jso mean that thou art he called Buddha who 
preached :against all sacrifice. 2 

Further consid~ration m~st be given to the development of cultic 

elements within Indilan society which doubtlessly were gaining in 

popularity during thei Jainist and Buddhist era. Such movements began 

to question the great! sacrifices of the Brahmins and· the social insti-

tituions of Hindu society. One of the issues was that of the Caste 
I 

system which had set men apart and had given to certain strata of 

society distinct advalntages while the others were suppressed and not 

permitted to rise ab9ve the station ef life'mto which they happened 

to have been born. '&juna struggled within himself over the issues 

of war, expecially. silnce it meant the killing of his relatives and 

other worthy heroes wiho had alligned', themselves with either side. He 

was told that it wasi his religious duty to a ct as a ,. ksatriya and . 
part of his duty the:r1efore was participation in killing(yudha dharma). 

His sensitivity against killing reflects a kind of sensitivity that we 

find amongst the Jains and Buddhists in such matterso 

Cultic movemends do not stop with attitudes towards social 

problems; they a re c~ntered around seme historical or even mythical 

hero or person. For Ithe Jains it was Hahavira with the whole system 

of previous Thirthank!arasj for the Buddhis ts it was the Tathigata and 

the belief in future iBuddhas to come. For the Hindus it was the intro-

L. .lli£.., X. 87. 
2. Ibido 
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duction of Krsna (Goswami thinks he was a latecomer in the development 
• • • I 

of the Epic)lto champ~on the cause of an adjusted orthodoxy against 

heterodox cultic movementso The Krsna cult met with considerable 
••• 

success, popularized ~y the Bhagavadglta') because it gave the masses 

a personal, loving savior. This may in the end have saved India for 

Hinduism instead of the rapidly spreading Buddhism. 

This view is in line with that ,of Sushil Kumar De who also 

thinks that formal heresies coming to a head in Jainism and Buddhism 
I 

assailed the very cor~ of Srauta religion and that the orthodox ritual 

and creed now faced ~he task of remodelling themselves, 

<by aSSimilating and moulding the current popular beliefs 
and pract~ces of the new environment. 1 

He co:ntinues: 

~hese P9g~lar cults, ;e~tering around the worship of 
Rudra, Siva, Vishnu-Narayana or Krsna-vasudeva J were 
strongly marked by a tendency towardS emotional devotion
alism,' which must have had a disintegrating and even 
disruptiv~ effect on the older ritualistic and theosophic 
religion.'. 2 

What was the result7 'From the view oJE De we can draw the following 

conclusions; tracing the developments that took place in 

1. Practic~l codification of the older tradition 

2. a renew~d and systematic philosophical activity 

3. a gradual reshaping of 1~he older religion 

4. a new c@nception of the old gods as weilding the power 
of loveland grace. 

All of these were sig~s of accomodation, 

1. Kosambi, D.D. - Tl-te Culture and Civilization of Ancient India, 117. 
4'1: S.K. De - Aspects lof Sanskn,f Ll.terafure J 59. 
l.. Ibid. 
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'the resuljt of gradual compromise is seen not only in 
fully devieloped sectarianism of the Mahabharata in 
general, ~hich is a mixture of the old and the new, but 
also in plarticular in the syncretic theism of the 
Bhagavad IGita, which cannot- be satisfactorily explained 
as an isdlated phenomenon. . 1 

Another Indian Ischolar, V.S. Sukthankar, likewise places the 

final composition of Ithe Epic into the post Buddhist period when, 

in his estimation, t~e Mahabharata is an answer to Buddhist demand 
J 

with its exaltation qf character and detachmento If the renunciation 

of life by the monk was great in Buddhist eyes, then, according to 

the Epic it was even greater 

'to acc~pt life and the renunciation of self-interest, 
egoism o~ self hood; and that is not possible without 
self conquest. 2 

Trevor Ling 3places (he writing of the Epic ihi the period of Buddhist 

ascendancy when the Brahmin priests were forced to find new ways of 

maintaining their po~ition and asserting their importance and indis-

pensability. In the I Vedic period the ,ksatriya class were most sig-

nificant because it was for them tlla t: the priests performed the Vedic 

sacrifice and ritual~ However, in the Epic period a new class, the 

mercantile class bec~e important as trade expanded beyond the borders 

of the Magadhan Emp~re. Because of this cattle sacrifices seemed 

wasteful,a lavish alild pointless waS1:e of resources. * In addition the 

Buddhists support&d the view that the sacrificial ritual availed littie. 
f 

AsQka as a great ruler, converted to Buddhism, proclaimed the futili~y 

of animal slaughtero 

1. Ibid f 
1. v.s. Sukthankar ... On the }leaning of the Hahabharata. 101. 
30 Trevor Ling .. A !iistory of Relig:Lon, East and West, 143. 
4. Ibid,. 

.., 
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These are not f:he only scholarl; who have argued for heretic 

influence on the Aryan mind. 1 
Go swami feels that the cri~icism of 

the earliest heretic~l schools were a blessing because they stimulated 

philosophical specul~tion to new hights. The Aryans were challenged 

to meet the charges by forging new weapons of philosophy. It is the 

heretic controversy ~hat pushed forward the bhakti cult. The same 

author further states tra t the Vedas were based on the spirit of 

FdmlHl due to its support of a sacrif:lcial system or what he prefers 

to call the 'tmurder01ils aspects of a sacrifice". The import of Gosl:fami's 

view is based on the hesitancy, indeed the mental anguish of Arjuna 

who 'was about to eng~ge in a monstrous battle, and also on Yudhisthira's 

lament and grief over those who were slain. This is a philosophical 

response of those who know about the criticism leveled against the 

:',h concept of the c~ste duties of the :.ksatriyas • . 
',We thus find that between the rise of Buddhism and the 
re-establishment of Brahminical supremacy in Hindustan 

I ' 

• • • a number of orthodox systems arose, one after 
another,) ,avowedly to fight Buddhism and restore the 
ascendaney of Vedicism' '. 2 

Kosambi further talks about the uunction of Karma as character-

istically Buddhist. ttwithout Buddhism, G.2.55-57 (recited daily as' 

Mahatma G~ndhi's -' prayers at asrama) ,,,ould be impossible. The brahma-
I 

nirvaRa of G.2.72, a~d 5.25 is the Buddhist ideal state of escape 
• 

from the effect of k' It 3 arma. Another pOint is made by the same author 

in which he maintains that the titl.~ Bhagavat given to Krsna' was 

, 

1. B. K. Goswami - T~e Bhakti Cult in Ancient India. 2lf. 
2. Ibid., XXXVI. 
30 D;-O; Kosambi - MYth and Reality, 16. 

••• 

\ 
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originally the Buddha '5 title and a Greek ambassador Heliodoros 

1 proclaims himself c<i>nvert to the cult on the Bhilsa pillar. 

~~re recently ~padhyaya wrote an article in Philosophy East 

Clnd \\'est called 'The Impact of Early Buddhism on Hindu thought (with 

Special Reference ~o the :Bhaeavadgita), in which he argues from a 

textual basis that the Gi'ta was composed shortly after the rise of 

Buddhism. The Giti was to meet the challenge of Buddhism andhence 

was post Buddhist. Because sholarly opinion to a large degree 

supports the post-B1.i1ddhist composition we are on safe ground. Yet 

Upadhyaya is not sa~isfied by such opinions for he goes further to 

note similarities in "important words, ideas, and passages" in the 

Gita which suggest ,a familiarity with Buddhism. He draws attention 

to the word nirvana which occurs frequently in the Gita but nowhere 

in Fre-Duddhist Upa*i~ads. Numerous other comparisons are made and 

the conclusion is that even though such Similarities are prevalent 

the Gita's intentio~ is in sharp opposition to Buddhism. In liuddhism 

soldiers killed on ~he battlefield cannot go to hell or be born in 

an animal species wHereas the GIta promises heaven for them. The 

reacts to the Buddhist ideal of renunciation by'·pointing out 

that householders o~ght not be undermined because, 

'complete abanqonment or renunciation of action is 
neither possible nor necessary •. 2 

It is not our intention to enter further into the complicated 

argtnnents for the da.ting of the Nahabharata. To do so would require 

1. Ibid., 26. 
2. K.N. Upadhyaya - T'ne Impact of Early Buddhism on Hindu Thought . 

(with special reference to the Bhagavad Gita), 169. 
Journal - Philosophy East and West, Vol. XVIII, 
,No.3, July 1968. 
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a full consideration ~f all the details of hoVl any religious work 

came to be written, going through the sta~es of oral tradition, 

collection of certain:materia1s, composition of hymns, interpolations 

and recensions. The purpose of this 'thesis is not to delve into the 

evolutionary process bf compiling scripture within a given tradition 
, 

but of chosing the cl.;>sest possible d,ate in support of the Epic in 

its complete form and' to ascertain th'e approximate time when the 

bhakti cult flourished. This will give us some indication as to the 

time when Krsna Vasudeva was given the importance and supremacy that ... 

hly contention is that the Bhakti Cults in India flourished 

around the time of Jainism and Buddhism, both of which are dateable. 

The veneration of the, relics of Buddh.a do give us an indication that 

his followers had a high regard for him, and in the centuries that 

followed the Hahayanal developed a theology centering around the Buddha 

as a divine beingo S~ch a developm~nt in Buddhism could possibly have 

been due to its being stimulated by the l:1ahabharata Epic and more 

signif.icantly by the ~hagavadgita section in which divinity is 
! 

accorded to Krsna. The Glta 
, 

is to be considered as a success story ... 
in bhakti devotion. 

The dating of Bu&dha is reasonably certain and even with a 

difference of opinion, of about 60 years it is a historical fact that 

Buddha lived in the 6~h century B.C. The final form of the Epic 

Comes to us at least ~fter this parti'cular historical setting. It 

must be borne in mind that ·there is an ancient background out of which 

the Epic matured. .The .l$habharata is after all not one poem reciting 

the exploits of the D~aratas; it is a combination of a number of poems 

, , 
" 
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legends and stories. It is not a r<av;~ 'like Valmiki's aamayana 

(one author), but an ~tihasa (by many authors). Many of the legends 

are Vedic and of great antiquity and are at least as old as the 

Ramayana or even older. Others again are much more recent which 

according to scholars, such as Honier-Williams were probably inter-

polations during the ~irst centuries of the Christian era. The 

task still lies befor~ scholars to apply the form critical ne thod 

to the Mahibharata and thereby to critically analyse the ~e 
I 

ancient form and the less ancient material. 

Even though the Epic is a collection of a multitude of stories 

it nevertheless has a' leading story that cements the parts together 

into a whole. Significant parts were incorporated into the skeleton 

story for didactic purposes but we are left largely without knowledge 

as to the source of these parts. 1 Bhalrldarkar bases his conclusions 

(with regard to the El:>ic as a whole) 4:>n some dates in I~dian History, 

and t~e history of Sanskrit literature which cannot be called into 

question. One of the~e evidences is the life of Patanjali J who lived 

in the reign of Pu~pamitra) the founder of the, Suilga dynasty J 

178-142 B.C. Because of his Mahabhasya and comments on the 'Mahabharata 

Bhandarkar rightly assumes that the Epic comes before Patanjali's 

timeo ~atanjali explained that the Vasudeva in the Sutra was the 

god Vasudeva and that already by Panilrli's (precededPatanjali):time 

Vasudeva and Arjuna were associated 11:ogether in the minds of the 

2 masses. Among other evidence the same author refers to cave 

1. R. G. Bhandarkar - I Collected Works" 79ff. (Re date of the Mbh.) 
2. Ibid., 82. (C.f. -!Pipipi Iv.3.98.) 

. \ 
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1 
inscriptions (Nasik Clilves) where certain characters from the Haha-

bharata are mentioned. A further inscription in the temple .t 

Iwullee (Dharwar and Mysore Districts) cites the date of the Bharata 

war 3730 B.C., a point to consider with regard to the more ancient 

elements of the Epic.. Over against the more ancient dating scholars 

have taken a stand by' which they choose a date following the time 

2 
of the Vedas and most of the Upanisads. R.C. Dutt holds that the 

• 
Epic in which the wor~hip of Krsna became the prevailing religion of ... 
India after the~cay bf Buddhism. If he is correct, then we could 

allow for possible Buddhist influence, either directly or indirectly. 
, 

Metre alone establish~s that the Epic does belong to post-Buddhist 

times. 3 Hopkins has dated the completed Epic as late .s 400 A.D. 

or even later, which dating is hypothetical and has little 1f any 

literary history to support it. 

, 4 . : 
K1..lhan Raja men~ions that by the time of the Buddha the Nantras 

or original texts; thle Brahmanas or ritualistic coroment'aries and the 
• 

yPanisads or philosophical treatises were complete and that the 
• 

~tihasas, the heroic tales, date around 400 B.C., a century after 

the death of the Buddha. During that time great changes were taking 

place and since such changes could not be stopped or reversed adjustments 

had to be made. It i;s during the Itihasas period that the great go~s 

1. ~., 84. 
2. Sukthankar, V.S, •• ' On the Beaning of the Hahabharata, 3. 

,3. Ibid., 9. 
4. Kunhan Raja, C. - A. Survey of Siill1skrit Literature., 56. 
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came to men and lived ,among men as the:ir companions. The poets of 

the I.tihasa,s and Purallas were literary attempts to restom Vedic 
~ 

civilization among the nation. In the Itihasas the story centers 

about a great hero, and such matters as religion, philosophy, sciences 

law, etc. were introduced only incideintally. 

One could go on ad finitum to discuss the details of the various 

views presented and to draw all kinds of chronological conclusions 

which may have elemen~s of truth in them but not give us a conclusive 

answer to the problem. My own view which has been based on the wide 

variety of arguments and which is supported by a number of scholars 

;... -places the Mahabharatia as a more or less. completed Epic into the time 

foLlowing the early Upanisads, that is after 600 B.C. and not much later 
• 

~ , 

than the age followi~ the Emperor Asoka or around 200 B.C. This seems 

to be the most accep~able time for the development of the Indian doc

trine of devotion (bhakti). To trace Buddhist influence on some of 

the sections of ,the Epic is possible only by inference. No absolute 

and unrefutable references can be quoted from the Mahabharata itself. 

The fact that bhakti appears in Jainism and Buddhism at about the same 

time lends credence Ito the theory that similar movements were taking 

place in Hinduism as well. This was antlage of devotion" and I do not 

see any significant ,reasons for adopting dates beyond this time. 

This particular period in Indian history allows for the presence 

of VediC, Brahmani¢ and Upanh';iidic" philosophy. And enough time . 
had been allowed fot the possibility of an encyclopedic work on 

Hindu thought and practice as a culmination of former religious activity_ 
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It reflects an era of heretic and sectarian movements, in which 

Buddhism no doubt play!ed a role and my feeling is that the argument 

from silence does not 'necessarily preclude Buddhism. We note a 

universal aspect in the Epic -- the relationship between two neigh-

bors, be they the anciient Aryans vs tb.e Dasa, the Brahmin va the 
I 

Ksatriya, the Pandavas! vs the Kauravas, the Visnuvite vs the Sivite . .. . . 
cult) or even the 'Hindlu community va the Buddhist community. 

Authorship 

Authorship of thils great work in Indian Literature has tra-

ditionally been ascri~ed to a poet by the name of Veda Vyasa and 

quite often he is known as Krsna 
••• 

names that do not appe~r in Vedic writings. Nevertheless, for some 

he is connected with tbe author of the Rgveda • 
• 

'rhe author 01£ the work is Veda Vyasa, son of the Vedic 
poet Par~sara through a girl belon&ing to the fishermen 
community. ,1 

The compQsiti:on of a work as immense as the Mahabharata con-

sisting of 18 books i~olving a lack of verses (100,000) and treat-

ing such subjects as moral) political, religious and metaphysical 

themes, including the epic kernel, the Great Bharata story, is far 

too extensive for one ~ingle person to compose. And it is certainly 

too extensive a work for one person to have memorized, (tb~ Mahabharata 

is the longest religious work i111 the w'or Id). It is therefore possible 

that the Epic began, a~ do most extensive religious 

1. Kunhan Raja, C. - Survey of Sanskrit Literature, 58. 
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works, including the Bible in the West, as parts of the whole story, 

or as liturgical hymns which were repeated or recited at specific 

occasions. For the Epic it could have been a series of lays sung 

at the court of the clonquerors. Kosambi 1 thinks that Krsna Narayana 
••• 

"had no role to Lplay 'even in the first connected epic narrative." 

In time the court siqgers, the rsis, combined elements of the story .. 
and adapted others arlound a basic tale of heroic action. This con-

tinued to be recited ils we a re told that Krsna Dvaipayana recited 
••• 

the whole story. The only difference would be that in the earlier 

2 form (which must have, been considerably shorter, 88,000 verses) 

it may still have beeln possible to do so from memery while in the 

form that we have today it would no longer be humanly possible. 

When in the Anugita Krsna is asked to repeat the GIta in precisely ... 
the same manner as it had originally been spoken on the field of 

Kuruksetra he himself admits that it cannot be repeated verbatim • 
• 

Indian scholars are aware that three narrators·were invelved in the 

1. The first one being the sage Santi or Suta who related the 
Epic story as it had been narrated by Vaidvampayana at the 
court of Janamejaya to the sages assembled at the Naimisa 
forest (early chapters ef the Adi parva). 

2. Sanjaya, courtier and constant attendant of kind Dhrtarashtra 
who was g~ven celestial sight by the sage. Thus the blind 
king received a complete ,account of the fighting (Bhi~ma8 
Dro~a, Kar~a and Salya parvas). 

I 

3. Vaisvampayana himself, narrator of the greater part of the 
Epic. 3 

1. Kosambi, D.D. - So¢ial and Economi~:: Aspects of the Bhagavad GIta, 13. 
2. Rajagopalachari - ~he Mahabharata, Preface, 8u 
3. Narasimhan - The }~habharata, Freface, viii. 
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On the basis of three narrators single authorship of such an extensive 

work is hardly possible. As to the reputed author of the work , the 

sage Vyasa , the YJahabharata was intended to be a treatise on life 

itself. 
,-

It included religion and ethic::s (dharma sastra), polity and 

'. government (artha sastra), philosophy and salvific elements (Moksa 
o 

'. sastra). 

'"'l'hat sacred h~story called the Mahabharata, spreading the 
fame of the Pandavas, which Krishna-Dwaipayana, ask~d: by 
Janamejaya) caused to be dlLlly recited after the completion 
of the sacrifice, I desire to hear duly. 1 

"Krishna Dw~ipayana directed his disciple Vaisampayana 
seated by his side, saying, 'The discord that happened 

• • • • ,2 ' 

In the same secttlon we learn that Kr'sna ;\ Dwaipayana was a learn-
' ... 

ed rsi, and that he was the chief pri,est, who had conducted the 

sacrifice at the court. • • It is this reciter, Vaisampayana, who makes 

the statement, tha.t the history told by Xrsna .: Dwaipayana is and ... 
what he is going to teill is but the beginning, that the Bharata 

• consists of a hundred thousand sacred slokas which were tlcomposed" 

by the son of Satyavatie The composer's merits are ·recited. He 

is none other than the. "illustrious and great Rishi Vyasa of immeasur-

able mental lp ower , and l worshipped in all the worlds". 3 We a re told 

that the Bharata is eqlUal unto the Vedas, holy, exellent, worthiest 

to be listened to. Toe reference here to the Bharata as equal to the 

Vedas has led some to assume that Veda Vyasa was the author of both 

1. Roy, 11bh. I. 130. 
2 •• Ibid., 131. 
3. ~.J 136. 

I 
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the ~ and the Epic) a feat that would hardly be possible in 

the wide time span involved. Sedondly, we are told that it took 

the sage Krsna Dwaip~yana th!ee years to complete the work and ... 
that because of tremendous afforts - .• rising early, purification, 

1 ' 
and ascetic devotions~ Thirdly, the reason for the compilation is 

reported, 

-'l.'his sacred history maketh tre heart desire for salvation ,. 2 

He who "recites tt the Veda of Krsna Dwaipayana earns much wealth and - ... 
his sins are remitted. The king who "hears" it conquers all his foes 

and if both king and queen "hear it together't they will receive a 

heroic son or daughter to sit on the throne. Others who o'hear" it 

. recited will have obedient sons and ,servants and also the removal of 

the fear of illness. It is summed up in the following declaration, 

':r'or extendi.ng., the fame of the high-souled l'andavas and of 
other Kshatriyas •••• guided also by the£sire of ~oing 
good in the wbrld' I 3 

Krsna Dwaipayana composed this work • . . . 
The claim of t~e writer of the Mahabharata is that it is his-

torical in nature, but this claim could hardly be made for the whole 

of the Epic as.it now stands because of legendary and mythical 

material super-imposed upon it. The historical events themselves are 

often couched in antiquity so far back that certainty cannot be con-

clusively established. We can add to this the apparent Indian un-
, 

concern about historical data prior to the rock edicts of Asoka and 

the cave inscriptionS of certain historic events. What then can the 

writer of the Epic claim .for it as history7 
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Fer one thing, when the characters in the Mahabh~rata talk 

about the Epic as hisl!:Qry it is generally understood te signify 

"Sacred History".. We, have statements as the following, 

That sacred history called the Mahabharata •••• ,1 

.r, 

'His percept~r recited the ~hole of that history_" 2 

In other places the reference is to historical people and events, 

-This is the history caf the ,Panda vas • • • • ~ 3 

'. • • the history, called Mahabharata, of the great 
acts of the Kurus.' 4 

'The history of the exalted birth of the Bharata princes 
is called the Mahabharata. "5 

The family history of the Kuru race i~!O recorded; the blind L.Dhrtarashtra, 
• 

and the devoutPandu with their offspring of 100 and 5 sons respective-.. 
'1 6 y. The Adi parva provides a long l:lst of "begats U to give to the 

leaders of the two camps of Kurus an ancient lineage. 7 Claims for 

the Epic as religious history are again reiterated in the Swarga- ' 

rohanika parva, close to the end of the Epic. It reads very much like 

that of the Adi parva to which we have already alluded. It is "a 
, 8 

history"; it is "sacred, sanctifying and exellent.". It can hardly 

be disputed that the work is anchored in world history because the 

9 
"high race of the Bha:tatas is its top:f,c. 1t 

1. Ibid. 
2 .. ibid., 131 • ..--
3. Ibid., 135. 
4. Ibid. 

,5. Ibid" 137 .. 
6. Ibid., 158f. 
,7. Ibid., 226ff. 
8 0 Ibid., Vol .. XII. 29!Off.' 
9.. Ibid. 
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The Indian tradition has always adhered to the belief that the 

Bharata race was a real race of people and that such families as the 

Pandavas and the Kurus actually existed. Some of the place's mention-
•• 

ed in the Epic can be traced e',en though names have changed over the 

centuries. 
1 Generall~ it has also been acceptable to describe the 

great war of extinction as the central event of the Manabharata. It is 

to this particular event that lie now turn for it is here that Krsna 
••• 

participated as charioteer for Arjuna and even more importantly for 

- - 2 India in particular he uttered the philosophy, the Bhagavadgita, for 

Arjuna's benefit. The Gtta was more like a sermon uttered on Kuruksetra 

as both armies faced,ea~ other, moments before the battle began. The 

Mahabharata gives an elaborate description of this battle and the 

author evidently was extremely conversant with the science of warfare, 

"the rules of the game", and revells in the use of weapons, the blood 

and gore, the mangled bodies of heroes slain in battle. Such a graphiC 

description and familiarity with the rules of war would be possible 

- if the author a) was a Ksatriya b) had been on the field of battle 
• 

to witness the slaugbter.. The author in all probability based his 

description on what must have been some actual event but allowed 

himself to be carried away by the action. The battle becalr.e far more 

enormous than could be possible in ac.t~ Hty. H.e are faced with 

figures of an enormous army, engaged in a gigantic battle that lasted 

for 18 days, and wit:h the result that the Ksatriya caste faced almost . 
complete anihila tion. It is reported that, 

1. A hill outside the·town of 2eddapuram (Andhra) bears Arjuna1s foot 
imprint in the rodk. Tradition of the area says that Arjuna stood 
there to guard ag~inst enemy surpt·ise. While this cannot be varified 
it nevertheless shows how Widely the story was accepted even in South 
India. 

2. l;1bh. Vol.V, 56ff., 
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POne billion six hundred and sixty million and twenty 
thousand men have fallen in this batt leo Of the heroes 
that have escaped, the number is twenty-four thousand 
onehundred and sixty five. 1 

The War of the Bharatas 

What date could we assign to the enormous battle described in 

the Epic,? Again therle is wide diversity beginning with the Kali age 

of 3101 B.C. with about 850 B.C. on the other extremity_ Estimates 

that have been made are based on external arguments and even here it 

becomes most difficult to find a solution because several decisive 

battles have been fOl1ght throughout the ages in Kuru-land, the north

ern a,rea of the country. Hastinapura, in Kuru-land was the govern-

mental center and the original settlem~nt there was made up of the old 

- 2 -Vedic furu tribe. 'lI'he Pandavas cleared Indraprastha by tre original 
•• 

method, the burning down of the fores,t. It is suggested that Indra

prastha today is a suburb of Delhi, probably the Purana Qila suburb.3 

The action of the wazr has thus been located in, the Gangetic plain 

where the Delhi ridge and Pamp~t (formerly old Kuru-land) were of con-, 

siderable strategic importance even in later times. Within this 

strategic location the Bharata war 'Y7ould have been quite possible. 

Krsna's Dvarak2 according to 'Hindu tradition is now located in 
••• 

Kathiawad, on the sea and south of Mathura. There is some questi on 

as to whether DvaraJ:ca could have been on the sea or whether iit had 

not best be located inland, further West of the Kuru-land. 

1. }fuh. Vol VII. 42fo (Stree parva). -2. DoD. Kosambi - Culture and Civilization of Ancient India, 91. 
3. ~. 

, 
\ 
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The dating of the war is mOlC'e dificult and a number of scholars 

1 maintain a date around 900 B.C. This date is argued for on the basis 

of the development of agricultural land (progress in clearing the dense 

forest) which made possible regular agricultural settlements to sup-

port a fairly extensive population. Ease in food gathering would be 

pre-requisite for supporting an army of any magnitude and land clear-

ing on a large scale by fire was ended when Moka set up his fifth 

pillar edict. Agriculture meant usi:ng the plow and plow culture 

further depended on a supply of iron. It is doubtful whether plow-

using villages were extensive before the 6th century B.C. We can 

accept KOsambi's view that, 

'It is most improbable that iron was sufficiently plenti
ful anywhere in India for il:he existence of local king
doms which could supply large contingents for a war at 
Kuruksetra in 950 B.C.'2 .. 

Iron is mentioned on a numb,er of occasions in the Mahabharata 

but it seems to me that it was a rather rare commodity out of which 

- only superior weapons were forged, e.g. Krsna's discus was made of 
••• 

iron) and the use of a fierce iron bolt is attested to. 3 There is 

no reason to assume from the context that iron was abundant, and when 

it was used it suggested superior weapons such as Krsna's discus • 
••• 

1. DeBary) T. - Sources of Indian Tradition) 8_ (900 B.C.) 
Op.Cit. J Kosambi, 91. (about 850 B.C.) 
Kosambi, D.Do - Tpe Autochthonous Elements in the Mahabharata, 

J~OS A 64, Vol. 84) 34. (950 B.C.) 
2. Ibid. J Kosambi, 34 •. 
3. Mbh. J Vol. XII) 255, 256, 258, etc. 
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If wevere to ta~e seriously the size of the army that was 

assembled it would stagger the imagination. One billion six hundred 

and sixty million and twenty thousand men killed, plus . .' twenty!""four 

thousand one hundred and sixty five who escaped the slaughter. It 

is physically impossible that the country could have mustered such 

a huge army, that production could have supported it and t~t regional 

kings could have sent so much equipment over long distances to the 

plains of Delhi. 
, I 

More conservative estimates of nearly five million 

fighting men killed, 130,000 chariots, and equal number of elephants 

and three 'times the number of cavalry with the non-fighting camp 

followers would still have required a total population of 200 million 

to make possible the ~habharata war. Such a population was not 

reached in l~dia until the Brit1sh pe~iod. The greatest army camp 

reported after 600 B.C. was under Chandragupta }fuurya and numbered 

only 400,000 meng 

What we are really left with is~ w.a·r between two tribes that 

was fought on the plains near ~1~ and which was significantly impor-

tant enough to be described in li~ndu literature. The poet who composed 

the figures of the fighting men involved in that great war was evident-

ly carried away even as he" had been carried away by describing the 

staggering action between heroes and tl-e gruesomeness of the slaughter. 

We can however deduct from his description and report of the conflict 

that a battle of Some magnitude took place, probably around 900 B.C. 

and tha t a certain Krsna became involved as ally to the Pandavas for .... ... 
which reason the victGry ultimately was theirs. 

1. D.D. Kosamb1 - Myth and Reality} 12. .. .-

'. 
\ 
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2. BRIEF SUM}l~Y OF CONTENTS 

The'Hahabharata as the largest work in any langu?ge of the 

world is a poetic work with a small pOlrtion in prose. The prose 

portion is not signifi.cant when one considers the work as a whole
J , 

18 books consisting of a lalf~ of slokas. This small portion 

Upreserves and continues the style of the Yajurveda and the Brah-

1 
ma1].as u • 60nsidering the whole poem ~;e discover a similarity with 

the language of the Vedic poets, "in its simplicity and lucidity, 

in its flowing style and its easy expression. But the langauge had 

undergone a considerable change from t.he Vedic times't. 2. 

The Epic proper contains about 20,000 stanzas embedded and 

embelished by moral, religious, metapbysical and political discussions. 

The morality of gambling, of behavior towards women, of fighting 
I . 

fairly in battle, of the right religious attitudes towards sacri-

fices and rituals" of treatment of t.he Brahmins is amplified. We 

read about the metaphysical sphere of the real of the gods and their 

activities beyond and in the human spheres; of political aspirations 

of rulers with instructions on how to rule properly and how to treat 

subjects of the kingdom, expedally the Brahmins. We a re told about 

attitudes towards the enemy, the princ.iple ofltdivide and rule". In 

all there are numerous instructions (encyclopedic) for rulers and for 

masses. 

This didactic poem l which is made up pf many episodes, in which 

. the 18 day war is central, introduces us ~o two families, the Pandavas .... 

1. C. Kuhhan Raja - Survey of Sanskrit. Literature J 58. 
2. Ibid. -
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and the Kurus with their chief characters, some of which appear to 

have been known in ancient literature and others who are more con-

temporary. It brings into bolder outline a struggle between the old 

and the new; the old Vedic gods and the new personal deity (Krsna), 
••• 

the many Vedic deitiels and the one ultimate supreme Being of the 

Upanisads and theGfta, the old sacrificial demands and the new yoga c. ..-.. 

of renunciation, Orthodoxy and bhakti. All of this is in an age 

that knows about foreign nations, the Greeks, Scythians, Persians as 

well as occasionally the Chineseo It portrays a time of empire, with 

possible conquest of all of India o 

It shows a superficial knowledge of the ext;r_~me north .. l. 
and south and a very intimate knowledge of Mlddle India, 

2 The entire Epic is made up of a number of Episodes which are 

woven into the basic story of the Bharata clans. These episodes do 

not detract from the 'central action, they rather support and elaborate 

- particular parts of the story. The largest numbel;' of episodes are 

related to the banishment of the Pandavas, and these brighten the o. 
12 years of forest Ufe. VarilOus aspects of nature are brought to-

gether not as animate and inanimate» nor as higher and lower levels 

of creation, but as that which has life and feels for each other. 

There is a unity in c:reation and in this unity the heroes of the 

Epic spend much of their life in the forest. When they at last 

emerge from forest life to pursue their normal caste role we get 

the impression that men need nlOt abandon the world and withdraw them-

1. Hastings - Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics) 325. 
2. A.A. MacDonell, - A! History IOf Sanskrit Ltterature a 296. 

(MacDonell has designated. four-fifths of the entire Epi.c 
as episoidal). 
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selves in order to fi:nd real and lasting happiness. Both the forest 

and the palace can be places of beaut,y, both are to be enjoyed. Man 

is created for the happy contemplat,ive, simple and relaxing atmosphere' 

of the forest as well as the sitting on thrones with their palatial 

pomp and ceremony. The Vana parva shows the poet's enchantment with 

nature, the BhIsma parva his involvement. with government. Another 
• 

significant episode upon which we wilLl comment later is the Bhagavad-

gita. 

The Epic kernel of the Mahabharata describes the conflict be-

tween the Pandavas aQd the Kurus re"olving around an 18 day battle on 
•• 

the plains near Delhi. The leader of the Kurus was the unrighteous 

Duryodhana; the political chief of the ~andavas was Yudhisthira 
•• 

representing truth and righteGusness~ The righteous one resists the 

evil one with the result that good ultimately is victorious over evil. 

Thus Yudhisthira becomes the victor and is finally restored to his 

rightful place in the palace at Hastinapura. Both were cousins, des-

, -
" - cendants of King Bharata, the son of Sakuntala. The Epic kernel is 

doubtlessly based on the struggle between two neighboring tribes, 

namely the Fancalas and the Kurus who finally merged into one people 

around the 9th century B.C. 

Foll~1ng is a brief outline of the Mahabharata according to 

the 18 parvas: 

1. Adi parva - The Mahabharata begins with the book of beginnings 

which serves as an introduction to the childhood of the heroese It 
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attempts to explain the origin of men and gods in a general sense. 

Two brothers, Dhrtaras'tra and Pandu, were educated by their uncle, . . . .. . 

Bhisma. Dhrtarastra married Gandhari and had a hundred sons who 
• o. 

were known thereafter as the Kurus. l:he oldest and most ambitious 

son was Duryodhana wh~ played a significant role in the disastrous 

warfare. Pandu had two wives, Midri, who commited sati at her .. 
husband's death and the other, Kuntl, who raised the five Pandavas, ... 
Yudhisthira, Bhima, Arj una , and the twins, Nakula and ·Sahadeva. 

2. Sabha parva - The Epic drama begins at the Hastinapura gaming 

hall (Hastinapura is about 60 miles north of Delhi). The Pandava .. 
brothers have been in~ited to the assembly and by trickery in a game 

of dice Yudhisthira looses all his wealth and· the kingdom he is to 

inherit. The result is that the Pandavas are forced into a forest 
•• 

exile for 12 years. Draupadl accompanies them. 

3. Vana parva - This book describes Il:he life of the exiles in the 

forest. Interspersed with the forest life are other ~egends and tales 

(Na1a and Damayanti, et all) to relieve .the weariness of exile. 

4. Vira~a-faFva - The end of the exile has come and the Panda vas 
•• 

take refuge with king Virata, 'at the same time assisting him to 
• 

repel Kuru attacks. 

5. Udyoga parva - Allies are gathered together and preparations for 

comes to the side of the Pandavas. e. war begin .. l<l:sna (Visnu) 

6-9. Bhi~ma, Dro1}a, Kiar1}a, and Sa1ya parvas - A number of battle 

episodes describe the detailed encoun.ter between the outstanding heroes 

of opposing sides. The battle goes o,n for 18 days. The Bhagavadgita, 

Krsna's advice and encouragement to J\,rjuna, just before the war begins, 
••• 

has been inserted into the Bhisma pat'va • 
• 
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10-11. Sauptika, Stree parva - With some of the illustrious heroes 

slain in battle, the Kurus counter attack the Pandava encampment 
•• 

by night, killing the whole army of their enemies but not the five 

Pandavas. The war finally concludes with victory for the Pandavas 
•• •• 

which is followed by the lamentation -:>f the women over their dead. ' 

, '-12-13. Santi, Anusasana parvas - Bh1sma miraculously appears again . . 

to preach his doctrines of religion and philosophy. Included in this 

section are the rules for ethical behavior. 

-, 
14. Asvamedhika parva - Yudhisthira is crowned rightful king (as had 

"...:. 

been designated by blind Dhrtarashtra, vice-regent until the Pandavas 
• •• -, 

matured). As king he performs the Asvamedhika, the great horse 

sacrifice to syfubolize uhdisputed kingship. The AnugIta, a poem 

which seeks to imitate the elta has been inserted into this book. 

-' - --15-18. Asramavasika, Mausala, Mahaprasthanika parvas - The final four 

books deal with the last things; the demise of Dhrtarashtra, his queen, 
• 

Kunti, mother of the Pandavas; the death of Krsna as well as his bro-.. . .. 
ther Baladeva and the inundation of the city of Krsna, Dvarakaj the ... 
Panda vas give up their kingdom, climb up to heaven via the northern 

•• 
mountains. Two supplements have beeDI added: the Svargarohana describing 

the road to heaven and the Harivamsa or genealogy of Visnu (scholars 
•• 

agree that this addition dates from the 2nd century A.D. or even later. 

From this brief bookwise outline it is possible to relate the 

central story of the whole Epic. In Kuruksetra (land of the Kurus), 
• 

• I 

at times called the 
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Bharata country, in the capital city known as Hastinapura (near 

modern Delhi) there lived two Lprinces named Dhrtarashtra and pandu • 
• •• 

Dhrtarashtra was blindJ therefore although he was theoldest of the 
• 

two, he was not permitted to be emperor as declared in the dharma 

'- -sastra. So Pandu succeeded to the th~one, reigned gloriously and ... 
produced five sonS. Dhrtarashtra had 100 sons who together were 

• 
known as the Kauravas (or Kuru princes) of whom the eldest, 

Duryodhana, made moves to take over the throne and eliminate his 

cousins. After the pre~ture death of Pandu, the blind brother .. 
reigned as vice-regent, apparently uhable to control his own sons. 

The rela tionship betl~een the two families deteriorated further when the 

king appointed his eldest nephew, Yudhisthira to be heir-apparent. 

Intrigues forced the l'andavas to flee for their lives and they made 
•• 

their way to the king of Pancala. In t.he Swayamvara. of the king!:. 

daughter Arjuna alone among all the assembled heroes and kings was 

able to bend the royal bow. Draupaa1dl with the intention of avoiding 

strife consented to become the cornmon ~7ife of all five brothrers. 

At this point in the story Krsna entered the scene, not as a ... 
divine being, but rather as a re~ned hero of the yadavas. He soon 

came to be regarded as advisor and friend to the randavas. When .. 
Dhrtarashtra became aware of the formation of the double alliance 

• 
between the Pancalas and the Yadavas he tried to bring about a 

peaceful settlement 'and divided the kingdom, giving Hastinapura 

to his own sons and parceling a new district to his nephewso Good 
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fortune attended the Pandavas so that. they soon established their own 

renowned city of Ind~aprastha (near Delhi). Such success only 

rankled Duryodhana further who now di.rected his energies to once 

more ruin his cousins. He made arrangements, with the approval of 

his father, and invited the ,Pandus t<ll Hastinapura. While there, 
•• 

Yudhisthira who was unaware of any tr'ickery (naive) and because of 
I 

his weakness for dice was challenged by Sakuni, a skillful gamster, 

and lost everything; his kingdom, wealth, army, brothers and finally 

DraupadI who was embarassingly humiliated as well. As a solution 

the Pandavas agreed t;o accept a 12 year banishment and to remain .. . 

unrecogniza~le for a 13th year. After this time had been completed 

they would be allowed to return aga1ill to claim their kingdom., 

The period of exile passed but when the Pandavas demanded 
•• 

back their possessions they were refused whereupon preparations for 

war began. The armies with numerous a.llies on both sides met in the 

sacred region of Kuruksetra. In the 18 day battle the Pandavas alone 
• •• 

escape alive together with Arjuna's charioteer, Krsna. The enemy ... 
has> been defeated and the Pandavas at last emerge victorious and 

are reconcilled with Dhrtarashtra. Alt Yudhisthira IS coronation in 
• - -' Hastinapura the great Aswamedha is ce.lebrated. The rest of the story 

winds up the closing days of our heroes) which includes the death of 

Krsna episode.. As the Pandavas had emerged from the fOl:'est, so they 
• • • •• 

return again in the final end. 
1 

1. This summary is the core story for the Epic around which other: 
stories and legend~ry .accounts were added. C.f. ROY's Mahabharata, 
and MacDonell's Hi.story of Sanskril: Literature. 
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3 .. THE PANDAVAS.;, THE KAURAVAS AND KRSNA'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THEM . . . ... 
We have already alluded to the possibility that in the historical 

background to the Epic the Kurus and the Pancalas were two neighbor-

ing tribes who were caught in a life a.nd death conflict with the result 

that the two peoples became merged as one. If this was the real 

historical background then in the process of time,as the old songs 

and ballads were handed down) the feud and the. relationship of the 

heroes to one another took ·on a new slgnificance. They were no long- " 

er two neighboring tribes but two kingship groups and in the end the 

two neighbors became tw~ brothers with two groups of cousins descend-

ing from them. Krsna of the Yadavas) who in tile beginning may have ... 
represented a third neighboring tribe l, is also brought into the re-

lationship, at first as an arbitrator in the feud but ultimately as 

the one whose alliance turned the tide of events in favor of the 

Pandavas. Such a view is not completely without merit for already in 
•• 

the light of the Upanisads the philosl:)phy of oneness appears. All . 
men are brothers by virtue of being part of that divine essence which 

expressed. itself through nama-rupa. ':By the divine in them all men are 

1 basically related. 

The highest god, Brahman, is no longer the transcendent un

manifest, but the irrminent manifest in human form.. The deity incorpor-

ates "allness" into ltonenesslQ. We need not be alarmed to find the 
, 

mention of Siva and Krsna being identified together for in the more . . .. ' 
comprehensive philosophy of Indian thought both Vaisnavism 

, 
and liaivism .. 

find a common unity in Krsna, as the principle goes . ". 
1. 9hh.U. VI.8.7. (T~T TVAM ASI). 
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•• ° back to the Upanisads, toat fountainhead of all \ 
Brahmanical speculationoand philosophyo In their search 
for Truth the first bold step taken by the Upanisadic seers 
was to synthesize the plurality of Vedic gods info one 
Ultimate reaUty·. 1 

o ° it is cLear that the ¥..ahabharata in its present shape 
contains an epic nucleus, that it favors the w Q"mip of 
Visnu ° 0 •• 2 

° • 

He note one other possibility, namely that in the philosophical 

movement towards a unity' of the godhead, there remains the hope that 

heretical elements such as Buddhism will ultimately be brought back 

into the fold of Hinduism. The new importance attached to Krsna in 
••• 

his role as a persotllal god and the devotion accorded him was to 

turn for the victory of Hinduism (philosophically speaking) so that 

the two peoples who originated from a common source and shared the 

same common heritage would in the end be amalgamated into one 

homogenous mass. 

Commenting on the origin of the Pandu peoples Bhandar~r .. 
in Ancient History of India makes the claim that the Pandyas were 

•• 

an Aryan r~ce connected with tre north of India somewhere around 

Hathura. A section of them migrated southward, settled and were 

called the Pandyas. The name originally was that of a i ::Ksatriya 
• .. 

tribe as well as of a country. He qu'::>tes such sources as K.atyayana, 

Ptolemy and Pliny as support for his position~ E.W. Hopkins lists 

some of the ancestors of Puru and Yadu but connects them with the 

1. V.S. Sukthankar - On the Heaf,ning of the Mahabharata, 94. 
(It is suggested tra t the Epic is a Vishnuvite poem). 

2 .. A.A. MacDonell - A History of Sanskrit Literature, 286. 

3 '·R'.G. -Bhandarkar - Ancient History of India, 9£f. . . 

, I 
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the lunar race, Yadu being the ancestor of Krsna and Puru being the 
••• 

ancestor of Bhirata and KUru. Using the Puranic list of kings he 

says that 

'A real historical background is reflected in the maze of 
myth • 1 

l'andu became a mighty king, and famous warrior and a just ruler .. 
in the kingdom over which he reigned. Of the two wives, Pritha and 

}~driJ whom he married, the former one was of celestial origin. Her 

mother was a nymph and her father a holy Brahman; her brother, 

Vasudeva, was the father of Krsna. The Adi parva recites the long 

genealogy of the Bharatas, linking them with divine origin and hence 

the explantion for their prowess and achievements. The parva cites 

sever.£l~es of "begats tt 

TIwaipayana, •••• begat· three children viz. Dhrtarashtra. 
Pandul and Vidura. Dhrtarashtra had a hundred sons ••• 
ana·Pandu had two jewels of wives s • 0 • 2 ... 

,Of the three brothers D~rtarashtraJthe eldest, was born blind due to 

a fault of his mother. Because of such a physical handicap the question. 

of kingship was raised, 

how can one that is blind become a monarch worthy of the 
Kurus? Hbw can one that is blind become the protector 
of his relatives and family, and the glory of his father's 
race? 3 

Hence 'another king of the Kurus was necessary. A second son was born 

who because of the fear of his mother was to be pale in complexion • 

. 1. E.W. Hopkins - Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics) 326. 
2. Roy, 11bh. I. 228.(The 'begatsr are redorded in the same place, 225-8). 
3. Ibid. 256. 
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The '~r.sil also told tre mother to call this chibd Pandu (the pale) • 
• • 

A third son born to the princess .Amvalika, begotten by ; 'Krana-
••• 

Dwaipayana was called Vidura. 

t'Thus were born~ in the field of Vichitravirya, even of 
Dwaipayana those sons of the splendour of celestial 
children) those progagators of the Kuru race. tt 1 

GENEALOGY OF THE KAURAVAS AND THE PANnAVAS 

r 
Yadavas 

Atri, tl-e Rishi 
! 

Nahusha 
1 

,+ Yayati ~ 

l. 

.. 

Sarmishthi 

Puru 
1 
I 

Bharata. 
I 

Kuru 
I 

Devaki = Vasudeva Vyasa +. 

1 
Krsna . .. 

(End of line)-

f 
S:ubhadra .Ambika Amba 1 ika 

Dh~tarashtra+Gandhari 

i 
Duryodhana and 

99 other sons 

Kunti -t- Pandu -I- Madri 
I •• 

I Yudhi'sthira 
I _ 

Xfjuna Bhima 

\ 

{ r 
Nakula Saha-deva 

Abhimanyu 
I ' 

l?arikshit 

I 
Janamejaya 2 

1. ~, 257. 
2. J. Murdock - the Mhh. 8. (Genalogy has been somewhat abbreviated). 
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In the above genealogical scheme Krsna is represented as a man, 

the son of Vasudeva. His mother was Devaki and he had one older 

brotrer who was called Balarama as well as one sister, Subhadra, 

whom Arjuna married. Krsna is Arjuna1s cousin and as such each ... 
cousin is essential to the other for only as they work together 

are they invincible. In the lI'.ahabharata the two are of ten called 

the "two Krsnas tV
• Krsna having received boons as gifts from the gods . . . . .. 

becomes invulnerable. He is lauded as a human warrior and at the 

same time is a ccused of ignoble conduct, ignorance in battle, ,~nd 

unreasonable rage. During the Epic war l~sna acts as charioteer 
••• 

for .A.rjuna because Duryodhana prefered to choose the forces that 

he had to offer instead of Krsna himselfQ He declared d.et he would 

not participate in physical combat and yet on several occasions has 

to be s topped by Arjuna from doing so. 

The key figur es in the story arl",und whom most of the action 

revolves are the following: 

i) P;p~u and Konti; the 5 Pandavas (of whom Arjuna is the most 
significant and ytidhisthira as royal incumbent comes a close 
second); Draupadi (at times known by another nameJl Krsna\) • 

•• • 
ii) Dhrtar~shtra(uncle to the Pandavas); 100 sons (of whom 

Du~yodhana dominates); Bhlshffia; Drona; Karna; Salya. . . 
iii) Krsna (related to both. Sides, acts as intermediary in the 

begining but joins Arjuna as his charioteer during the war). 

o. are represented as, the worshippers of Vil{lu.l and; more 

particularily the avatar of Visnu", namely Krsna who in the Epic 
, .. . ., .. 

- dominates as divinity par e::tellence. It is Krsna who has been 
• •• 



chosen by Arjuna(Duryodhana hav4ng had first choice~ chose the 

1 
troops of Krsna) which suggests the beginning of the bhakti cult. 

The Royal rivals, the Kauravas, do not maintain much of a 

relationship with Krsna. They resist his approaches of arbitration .. ~ 
and whenever possible downgrade him. This may be the reason why 

scholars, like S.K. De, argue that the "Kauravas were probably 

Siva worship;p' En's.- 2 Such a position lls not really tenable because 
, 

, Arjuna and Krsna as well utter words of praise to Siva, recite his 
o •• 

glory and: accord him worship. 3 In Some places the names of Krsna ... 
and Siva are linked tagether.~ Deoomits that the Epic does not show 

, 
any great antagonism between the sects of Siva and "'\:i~x:u, "each 

sect apparently believed in the supremacy of its own god, but neither 

5 decried the other". The strongest support for linking the Kurus 
f v 

with Siva Comes from their destructive tendencies, just as Siva who 

is linked with Rudra and Kal! represents the destructive nature of 

deities during the Kali age. Duryodhana appears to be destined to 

carry out the destruction of the ',Ksatriyas during the last stage of 

6 
the world cycle. 

A third party, Vasudeva Krsna has'been interjected between the 
o •• 

royal rivals.. At first he appears more as a historical figure than 

'Hthe divine ',Visnu'· and the "mythical Narayana". . 

1. Mbh. III. 9-10 ... 
2. S.K. De - Aspects I\>f Sanskrit Literature, 67. 
3. Mbh. X,40; X. 65; XI. 368. 
40 Thi2..:, X. 40. 
5. Op.Cit., De, 67. 
60 11bh. x. 60. 

Just how the 



human and the divine came to be identified is not known. There 

are two pictures that emerge out of the EpiC, one that distinctly 

suggests that K;rsna was a tribal chief and significant warrior ... 
(even though in the Epic he is made to play the menial role of 

charioteer and has to be stopped by Arjuna when he attempts to 

participate in actual hand to hand combat) who is so often refered 

to as "the §layer of Hadhu~r and other warrior-like epithets. 

fkre the portrayal is that of a chieftain who is not overly scrupu

lous
l 

but at the same time he' must be a great diplomat and advisor 

in the contention between the two camps. 

A third aspect of Krsna is that he is also a philosophical ... seen 
and religious t'eacher and such teaching is not/merely from a human 

point of view but from a divine perspective(E.g. :rhe BhagavadJ;fta). 

We can assume that Krsna originally was a tribal hero of the Yadavas ... 
who over a long period of time 'tV'as transmuted into a deified saint and 

through efforts of, the bhakti cult came to be regarded as the Ultimate 

2 Reality incarnate in human form for the salvation of the world. 

The troublesome question before us is this: 

as it now stands, suggest an evolutionary process towards developing 

a divine Krsna figure, or, are there several Krsnas who have become . . . . .. 
mixed up and finally coalesced into a divine yet,~man manifestation? 

In attempting some solution it will be necessary to sort out the 

historical evidence, (whatever that may beO, then to examin the meta-

physical imagery and fi,nally to interpret the cultic material r. 

1. }1ore will be said about this aspect of Krsna's character in Ch.III .. 
20 This is Bhandarkarfs hypothesis - c.f. S:lt:De - Aspects of 

Sanskrit Literature, 91. 

- ~-" .. 
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as it makes itself felt in the Epico 

III THE HISTORICAL KRSNA ... 
1. PRINCE OF THE YAnAVAS 

The previous chapter set forth the more human relationship 

of Krsna with both the Pandavas and the Kauravas. In the scheme .. 
of the genealogical table all were r'elatives; two major families 

engaged in a life and death struggle~ and Krsna situated somewhere 

in the middle with his efforts to reconcile the two by working at 

a compromise that the· extermination of so many renouned heroes might 

be avoided. Krsna as a man was the son of Vasudeva in the line of ... 
- 't!r ~ 1 Yadu descendants. ~is mother was Devakl, the daughter of Devaka. 

There were other members in the fam{lys one elder brother, Bala-rama, 

2 
and a younger sis'ter" Subhadra) whom Arjuna married. Krsna is 

••• 

_also Arjuna's cousitt and the picture we get from the }~habharata is 

that the two cousins were absolutely essential to each other because 

their being together makes them invincibleo The two are frequently 

known as '-the Two Krsnas". In the Jahagadatta this association is 
~ .. 

expressed, 

• • • from the neck of his elephant, Bhagadatta 
scattered showers of shafts on the two Krishnas a 
.staying upon their caro 3 

1. See genealogy on page 40. 
2. }fuh. I. 485. (Arjuna carried Krsna1s sister away by force but 

- .with the approval·of .her brother). 
3. Mhh. VI. 63. --
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In the Kar~a parva) Karna addressed Salya) saying that he is well 

aware of the greatness of Krsna as a "bull among the lords of the 

earth. He is not afraid to take on these "two tigers among men" 

(Krsna and Arjuna) and he further reprimands Sa.lya for trying to 
••• 

frighten him, 

, 2eing a £riend, why dost thou, like an enemy, frighten 
me with these praises of the two Krishnas'l Eithe r they 
two will slay me to-day or I will slay them two. Know
ing as I do my own might, I do not cherish any fear of 
the two Krishnae.. 1 

Further on in the same parva the two are regarded as being invincible 

and ultimately victorious. 

"When the tw'o Krishnas are excited wi th wrath, they 
show regard for nothing. The two bulls among beings 
are the Creators of all real and unreal things. These 
two are Nara and Narayana • • • rulers over all • • • 
none equal to either of them • • •• Let the victory) 
however, belong to the two Krishnas. 2 

Another description of the two gives us a slightly different 

picture,oas ... if they were two halves which made up one whole. Vasudeva 

is represented as comforting his own Sister) Subhadra,wife of Arjuna 

who has lost her son in the battle. He tells her how he will defend 

Arjuna and crush the enemy with his own discus, saying, 

'He that hateth him, hateth me. He tta t followeth him, 
follo'tqeth me. Thou hast intelligence. Know that 
Arjuna is half of myselfo '3 

Such a linking together of Krsna and Arjuna under the designation ... 
ntwo Kr~\lasu or even considering them to be two complementary halves 

1. }fuh. VII. 107. 
2. Ibid.) 2ap. (There are other references where the two have been 

. joined in this fashion). 
3. lli£.., VI. 150. (In IVJ.124 the two are' known as two heroic and 'mighty 

car wariors, united with each other. "Indeed they are 
one soul born in twain. It) 
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which together make up one whole makes possible the following 

observation: 

i) Bcth are hu~an heroes that have developed such a close 
friendship that they cannot be separated from each other. 

(It brings tc mind the Jonathan-David friendship in the 
Old Testament Jewish Scriptures). 

ii) Or bQth have tQ be cQnsidered as divine in their Qrigin 
and thus stand together in the struggle tQ arrest evil. 
(The purpQses and intentions are SQ identical that one 
title is used tQ designate equality). 

Such attempts of making the two equal partners or two halves of 

one whole dare not be pushed too far. Arjuna in the 11ahabharata 

is not accorded the same human qualities that Krsna is. One is ... 
the warrior heto~ thie other the advisor and the chariQteer. NQr can 

the name Krsna be used interchangably with Arjuna. If both are ... 
regarded as divire beings then again differentes must be noted; they 

are not two Naras, bu:t Nara and Naraya,na. This distinction is rather 

cbvious within the context Qf the Bhagavadg:it~ as well as in other 

pla ces o Arjun~ is not endowed with the 1000 names of the divine 

nor accQrded the wcrship that is reserved for Krsna alone. If the ... 
epithet isto be preserved it seems tQ fit more aptly to some concrete 

histQrical personageis» such as the establishment of an alliance between 

two tribal chieftains as the Epic suggests.. The two are great heroes, 

warriors with outstanding qualifications, complementing each other in 

such a unique way that one could speak of them as the two ~~~aso 

Krsna'S Home is none other than. the Capital City of Dwaravati 

from which he comes in the beginning of the Epic and to which he re-

turns when the'war has been terminated o ' Yudhisthira for some unkoWH 

" .... 
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reason sent his brother Arjuna into the forest where he lived for 

eleven years and'some months. During this lengthy sojourn in the 

forest Arjuna made hlis way to Dwaravati and married Subhadra, the 

sister of Vasudeva. At the conclusion of the marriage both Arjuna 

and ~~~a sacrificed butter to Agni.
l 

Efforts have been made to 

locate Dwaravati and to place it in its geographical set.ting. All 

that can be determined so far is that Hindu tradition has believed 

Krsna is Th;varaJ:<a to be in Kathiawad, south of Mathura, on tho! sea coast.-;;; 

At the close of the Epic account Krsna is again represented as ... 
returning to his capital in DwaraJ:<a where in that delightful city 

of Dwaravati he entered the palace after a long absence. He was em-

braced by his father and mother, and having washed his feet to dispel! 

!lhis fatrugue tt he answered a 11 the questions of his father. 2 All super-

natural elements are missing from the story about his home coming. 

The episode of the l\nighty-armed hero'· returning victoriously from 

Kurukse.'ti:a.. lets us see only a son, (or it could be any other san ) 

having distinguished h~self in battle returning home amid the 

hurrahs of the citizenry and questioned by the father. 

1. Mbh. Vol. I. l34o(Adi parva). 

There is someinclication that Kt~~ats Dwaraka has been located 
i) south of ~mthura in Kathiawad (On the sea coast) 
ii) West of Kuru-land and not south since migrations of refugees 

mentioned in the Adi parva would not have been able to move 
southward but westward, because they feared Jaras~dha at }~thura. 
c.f. Kosambi - The Autochthonous Element in the Mahabharata. 35. 
JAOS vol. 84, 1964. 
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2 The MEDIATCR, ADVI~OR AND PHILOSOPHER 

,As 'tension mounted bet'''een tte Pandavas and the Kurus 
•• 

Ktsna ,wa's called upon to act as mediator for the hope still ... 
prevailed that somehow a compromise might be effected G The Pandavas 

•• 
ought to be given at least half of the kingdom as their own~ and the 

good offices of Krsna were invoked to effect, if possible J an ... 
amiciable settlement to the satisfaction of both sides. His role 

therefore was that of ambassador to the capital of Hastin~pura 

to explain the demands of Yudhisthira. In choosing an ambassador 

cODsideration had to be given to the right personJ 

,tTherefore, let a person, virtuous and honest and of 
respectable birth, and w:ary, --- an able ambassadorJ 
set out to beseech them mildly for inducing them to 
give half the kingdom to Yudhisthira.', 1 

The plan was designed to conciliate the Kurus and not to provoke 

them to war. The Pandavas and their, allies debated for some time 

the political stirategy they should successfully fo11ol", and when Krsna .... 
enters the debate he appears as a human bei~g, devoid of super-

natural power or wisdom. He is respected as a man of wisdom~ sound 

2 advice and a capable ambassador. 

Equally notewo~thy is the strategy by which Krsna was able ... 
to avoid alienating either Duryodhami or .~ juna who' approached him 

for support but it does not show supernatural ability in knowing, 

what to do. Both wa1rriors had made their way to Dwaraka only to find 

, Krsna as leep.. Since Duryodhana had entered tll: bed chamber first he ... 
sat down at the head of tre. bed while Arjuna having arrived last 

stationed himself at the back of the hall o 

1. Hbh. IV. 2. 
2. Ibid.,9, 48f. 
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When Krsna awoke he saw Arjuna first but pursued to question both 

of them as to the intent of their visit. Duryodhana spoke first, 

!It behoveth you to lend me your help in the impending 
war. Arjuna and myself a re both equally your friends 
•••••• you bear the same relationship to both of us 
•••••• 1 was the first to come to you.' 1 

In this case who had preference? Duryodhana who had arrived first 

or Arjuna who had been seen first1 Since his eyes had first rested 

on Arjuna, Krsna argued tkdihe was obligated to help him first • .. . 
Secondly, he was the junior of the two and the junior one was to have 

first choice. The choice is significant because both are told that 

they willbe helped b~ Krsna. Arjuna chose Krsna alone and that in . . . . .. 
spite of the fact that he was told t~t Vasudeva had resolved not 

to fight on the field of battle. Duryodhana happily chose the ten 

cro1t'es of cowherds (Krsna's soldiers) to be on his side.2. The ." ... 
arrangement could be: interpreted in a historical way except that it 

doesn't make much s einse from the human point of view to have Krsna . .. 
on one side and his army fighting again'st him on the other side. 

At least Duryodhana regarded the arrangment adequate for with tropps 

number.ing in the thousands he stood a better chance of winning. He 

now regarded Arjuna as already defeated. Arjuna alone seems to see 

beyond the physicalniess of it all an.d detect something more than 

htilInan "in Krsnac ... 
Another role which Krsna filled in the Epic war was that ... 

of charioteer for Arjuna and this role was coupled with the resolve 

that he would not fight in hand to hand combat nor would he bear 

3 arms.. This role dOles not seem natu.ral for a warrior and hero 

1. lfuh. IV. 9. 
20 Ibid., 9f. 
3. Ibid., 8. 
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who had successfully fought his own battles. We are even more 

non-plussed when Krsna ... does what is natural for a soldier, when he ' 

rushed from the chariot excited with rage to attack Bhisma , and 
• 

Arjuna has to drag him back to his post and remind him of his resolve. 

'~he high souled Partha, however, seizing then with great 
force his legs as he was proceeding at a quick pace 
toward Bhishma) succeeded, 0 King, in stopping him with 
difficulty at the tenth step.' 1 

Nor is there any logical explanation that Kesava should have resolve~ 

not to take up arms in battle because Krsna and his discus are in-... 
~eparable, 

"'he once men-e, discus on arm, mounted the car. 2 

The diSCUS, as weapOin' of the mighty Visnu, is Significant because 
•• 

it is the ttdestroyer of enemies tt
; it had been employed in the struggle 

with Danava (the huge head of Danava, cut off by the discus) 

"and it blazed like the fi:r'e consuming all- things at the 
end of the yuga" 

uhurled fram the hands of Narayana. , ••• -'3 

- Krsna is born into the world armed ~rith the discus 4 and though it 

is rep~esented as a metaphysical weapon it is made of irQn and has 

natural characteristics as well. 

Kesava is known to be a great warrior who had fought great 

battles prior to his alliance with the Pandavaso One of the epithets .. 
5 associ'ated with him is "slayer of Hadhu t

!. 

1. Mhh. V, 164. (a similar incident appears in V, 286). 
2. lbiq., I, 67, 68. See also V, 163. (The discus is further described 

as of abundant energy, five cubits in diameter, inVisible to the Kurus, 
capable of being gurled at the foe both great and small. IV, 155. 
It also acts as ~ boomerang, the great powerful discus hurled from 
the hand of Krsn~ reduces the enemy to ashes and COmes back intQ his 
hands. II,49.)·· 

3. LoCo cit. 
4. Ibid., Xt 619. 
5. Ibid., IL, 48. 
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His greatness as 'lhelro't and as human warrior is reiterated on sever-

1 . 1 a occaS10ns which is contrary to his role and employee of Arjuna 

as charioteer in the ~~habharata war. One would have expected 

to see K:~~a, as allied to the pa~~avas, engaged in hand to hand 

combat with a chariot and charioteer of his own. At the same time 

this great hero and warrior is vulnerable and is pierced in battle 

without hindering him in his activity_ One account tells us that 

both Krsna and Arjuna -.. were pierced by Drona; in another account ., 
~rna does the same with five shafts.

2 
• 

There are other roles, both in and out of battle, that Kesava 

has to carry out in the EpiC. 
. 3 

He acts as an advisor. of strategy, 

consoler of .~juna and comforter of his sister Subhadra4, as a priest 

who performs sacrifices.
5 

His role ,as mediator is well known 'and 

need not be elaborated furthero 

As the "best of male beingslt and as the "sinless one" he is 

-by hUman standards capable of ignoble behav~or. What is.said about 

him is all too human and not fitting for a transcendent god role. 

Krsna is all too eaSily provoked to anger and wrath, certainly a 

human characteristic. Granted that one can speak about TtDivine 

anger" the problem of e{cessive anger and of being carried away in 

wrath when the enemy does not yield is more the nature of man than 

6 of god. 

1. l1Q.h. II. 49; III. 170; VII .. 106. letc" 
2. Illi., VI. 172; VII. 275. 
3. Ibid., Ivo 8; VI. 173. etc. 
4. ~., VI. 136, 145. 
5. ibid., XI. 355. (See also II. 100, 101.) 
60 Ibid.., V .. 163, 164; II •. 28, 100§ VII. 256. 
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3. I<RSNA' S IGNOBLE B;EHAVIOR ... 
In the battle against the enemy l~sna is accmsed of ignoble ... 

behavior~ not only once~ but on a number of counts o He boasts of 

having killed bhe brother of diJupala, a boy of tender years. 

Revengeful Salwa made his way to Dwaraki while Krsna was away • . . . 
As he searched for him he called out 

of 

Where is that wretch of the Vrishni race, Vasudeva~ ';.: 
the evil-souled SOn of Vasudeva? I will humble in 
battle the pride of tlc::t person so eager for fight t 
• • • • f.-lhere is he? I-mere is he? • • • • '\tIretch 
• • • hath killed my brother • • • who was but a boy of 
tender years ••• not on the field of battle, un
prepared as he was. 1 

I 
So also in the S.alya parva Duryodhana bitterly accuses Krsna ... 

various unfair acts; of crooked council to tre 2anciavas(,especial~ .. 
ly Arjuna); of not sl;:opping the Pandavas when they acted unfairly; .. 
of condoning cruelty and of attack{ng when the foe could not defend 

himself; of baffling "darts" meant for Arjuna. In the midst of the 

recital of 'the misde,eds Duryodhana cries out to him, 

'1fuo is there more sinful than thouz ' 

concluding with a condemnatory note, 

If ye had fought me and Karna and Bhishma and Drona 
by fair means, victory then, without doubt, would never 
have beeln yours. By adopting the most crooked and un
righteouls of meanS thou hast caused many kings observant 
of the d~ties of their order and ourselves also to be 
slain. 2 

1. Mbh. II. 36. 
2. Ibid., VII. 180. 
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The amazing thing is that Krsna does not deny his guilt in ... 
such matters, he merely· counters Duryodhana with his own misdemeanor, 

and recites in turn all treunrighteous acts he has perpetrated upon 

the ~andavas. Such a recital of unrighteous acts becomes the defense 

of Krsna ... to cover up his own actions which are not beyond criticism. 

The conclusion is that Duryodhana is the cause of everything since 

he provoked reaction towards himself:, 

'in consequence of the sinful path in which thou hast 
trod!"" 1 

Neither are absolved of their unrighteous deeds as if evil had to be 

overcome by evil. In my estimation this leaves Krsna a human figure 

who was limited by his humanity just as others were. He demonstrates 

an· all too human philosophy of revenge, of Tit for tat. 

40 DEATH, TP.E ACHILLES HEEL 

The last incident among others to which we will now address 

ourselves is the ~ath of Krsna o If Krsna is not a human figure ... 
then we have difficulty in understanding his demise and if he is 

a human figure there still remain aspects ofnis death which go 

·beyond nature. In the Stree parva the death is already predic~ed 

by GandharI as she laments over the slain l~r~a lying on the ground. 

In one sense it was more than a prediction for it was a curse pro-

nounced on Govinda alnd his descenden.ts) 

1.~. VII. 180, 18il. 
H 171. (Wrsna suggested unfair means in fighting). 
tt 178. (He"approved Bhrma's unfair blow below thenavel). 
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o Govinda, thou shalt be the slayer of thy own kinsmen! 
On the thirty sixth year from this, 0 slayer of Madhu, 
thou shalt after c:ausing the slaughter of thy kinsmen 
and friends and slons, perish by disgustful meanS within 
the wilderness. 
The ladies of thy race, deprived of sons, kinsmen, and 
friends, shall weep and cry even as these ladies of the 
Bharata race. 1 

Upon hearing this curse Krsna accepts that the Yadavas would fall .... 
by one another's hand (an explanation fo'r the extinction of the 

line of Krsna). The account of the death is lriefly described in 
••• 

the Mausala parva where ,we are told that Krsna took leave of his ... 
father and determined tc proceed into the forest to practice penance. 

He wandered for a while in lonely surroundings and at last "laid him-

self down in high yoga". The curse became a reality for, 

A fierce hunter of the name of Jara • • • desirous of deer 
••• mistaking Kesava ••• for a deer, pierceci him at the 
heel with a shaft •••• Coming up, Jara beheld a man dress-

2 ed in yellow robes, rapt in yoga, and endued with many arms. 

He died, we are told, and ascended upwards until he reached his own 

inconceivable region. He met the deitiE~s who worshipped him. 

The manner of death resembles that of the Greek myth surrounding 

the Greek hero Herakles who was traditionally a darkened athlete who 

killed the many headed hydra and wedded many nymphs. Herakles (or 

Achilles) having slain the Amazons was hi turn slain by PariS, whose 

arrow was guided by Apollo to his vulnerable heel. The myth suggests 

that "behind such legends there probably lies a real man, certainly 

not a sun, river or other god • .,3 The Greeks who conquered north India 

1 .. Ebh. VII. 42. 
2. Ibid.) XII. 263. 
3. L.R. Farnell - Greek Hero Cults, 288 .. 

(See also Appendix I) 
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immediately identified the Indian Krsna with their Herakles and 

the similarity between the two legends cannot be easily dismissed. 

kosambi has arrived at some sort of an interpretation which to 

my thinking is more cGnjecture than possibility and he does not 

give and proof for hiS position when he writes l 

-The Yadu deni-god died of an arrow shot into the heel 
by the wild hunter Jaras, really his half-brother. 
Indians still cannot understand how such a wound could 
be fatal. I .-;:;, 

He then proceeds to push the legend into a remote past while at the 

same time connecting it with Greek mythology. 

-The stories of Achilles and so many ,other Greeks of 
mythological antiquity show tret the peculiar death must 
have been due to a ritual killi.ng connected with a 
poisoned weapon often weilded by the brother (or tanist) 
of the sacrificed hero. 2 

'Late in tre fourth century, invading Greeks found that 
the worsh~p of an Indian demi-god whom they equated 
immediate~y with their own Herakles was the main cult 
of the Punjab plains • • .'. 3 

The kind of rit~al sacrifice alluded to by Goswami does not 

to my knowledge appear in Indian literature. The closest that we 

could Come to the concept would be the Kali ritual murders that 

took place during the days of tre Britrush but the two differ greatly. 

Neither is the designation Itdemi-god"an adequate one for Krsna for .... 
this would be very much like calling Jesus a demi-god which is by 

no means acceptable. 

1 .. D.D. Kosambi - Anci:ent India) 1170 

2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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The death of Krsna as described in the }~usala parva may be 

a mythical way of describing the death of that great hero and to 

cloak him with a mySterious quality.> Besides the mysterious element 

may clothe;,a 'much m~re ordinary event which through the process of 

time and retelling assumed legendary characteristics. Trevor 

Ling, A History of Religion East and 'h1est, has this to say: 

Krsna is generally closely connected with herdsmen as 
protector of cattle and it is possible that Krsna 
was a historical figure so far back that only·tne ' 
legendary aspects remained. In time a mythology evoly
ed which. incorporated veneration to the extent that 
the ~~Wa cult became a reality. 1 

We cannot dismiss the s tory as not being grounded in reality_ Some 

of the characteristics of Krsna wh:Lch we have discussed so far ... 
do point to a historical personage. In my view it appears that 

Bhandarkar sums up mest what many have hoped to establish as a 

basis for the Epic when he writes, 

Vasudeva Krsna had a historic baSis; and the circum
stances whiCh led to his being invested with the supreme 
godhead~ occured in later times, ••• when Vasudeva 
came into the fiijhd, he appealed more to the hearts of 
men as the god w~o had come to dwell amongst them. 2 

Krsna then does appear /;l$. a human figure in the Bharata story • . .. 
He was a tribal chief who figures pjrominently in human relationships 

and by giving his allegeance to the Pandava side in the great war 
•• 

helped them to turn disgrace into victory. Throughout the Epic 

he is presented in a human form; he makes his mistakes and is ill 

suited to be an interpreter of morals. He performs as a menial 

charioteer for Arjuna, offers devious advice and is accused by the 

foe of being a rasc~l. The charge sheet is Significant indeed. 

H,. Trevor Ling - A History of Religion East and Hest, 147. 
2. R.G. Bhandarkar ~ Vai~r;avism, Saivism and minor l;R.aIigious Systems, 110£. 
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In spite of all the praise accorded him as a divine being he died 

a miserable death; als if to show his vulnerability. This is one 

figure with which Kr!sna makes hinlself known in the Y..ahabharata • . .. 
It is not the only one. 

IV. THE J:.1ETAPHYSICAL I\:jfStIA 

1. KRSNA AS PERSONAL GOD 

The second figure of Krsna in the Epic is that of a highly ... 
exalted divine being. All other concepts of gods from the time of 

the V:edas to the tim.e of the finali2;ation of the Epic in written --
form converge in him.o The thousand names by which he is known and 

which are recited with blessings for both the reciter and the listen-

er capture for us a ,new conceptualization of God revealing himself 

in human formo The 'philosophical notion is not that God is ~7holly 

transcendent, unknowable and unapproachable by all~cept the 

sacrificing priests (Vedic) 0 It is God come down to live among 

men in a form that could be recognized by all who were not blinded 

by maya. He is a personal god who embraces all as the Creator, Pre-

server and destroyer in the Kali Yuga o He becomes approachable by 

men (Arjuna) Duryodlluana$ Kunti, Draupadt etc.) and acts as advisor 

or consoler as the need arises. As avatara of Vishnu he participates 

in hmman history$ and as God is not limited by human morality or 

standards. l1hat in,huulan understanding appears as limitations in 

I 

reality supplies the anSwer of who Sri Krsna really is; he is God ... 
who has' limited himse If for the purpose of saving men and at the 

same time is not li~ited by hUI:1an standards. If he were limited by 

human standards he ~ould no longer be God q 
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We can see a tendency of Hindu thoughltto merge the many gods 

into one, and incorpotate the whole of human experience and life 

into the divine life. That is why we are brought through tie grief 

of the Pandavas and the greed of Duryodhana to the final state of .. 
affairs where we discover the unexpected. It is the foe who enjoys 

heaven and those who were thought to be righteous must first suffer 

in hell. Their fate had been reversed but ultimately would be 

rectified when all are saved. 

From the metaphysical stance we a re propelled towards llisnuism .. 
and this means the Hindu system of Avatars. At particular stations in 

human history, when the a ffairs of men have become desparate, it 

behooved the Metaphys~cal to enter the physical with the purpose 

of setting things in prder againo The l'fahabharata reflects upon 

the need of the Ultimate Being to reveal himself in a particular way 

ftnd at a particular time. By means of one incarnation or another, God 

has shown the world how men may participate in t~ highest life of 

which they are capabl~, the life of religious purity_ When the 

Creator of life descbnded into the human arena for such a purpose he 

brought with him his whole divine nature (his supernatural powers) 

to accomplish it. No~ is there any exception for the Krsna avatara ... 
as it is unmasked in the B?-agavadg,Ita.. Krsna incarnated hims~lf for 

one purpose and that purpose was !2-~ all towards himse~ in love 

. 1 
and joy. In making his purpose known he had to reveal himself in 

·1. The root for the nBme~ Krsna . is ~. which means fto draw'. 
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IT~ny ways and displ~y many characteristics which were not always 

discernable or acceptable to all. 

This sim1.l1taneous multifurcation or many sided mani
festation of Divine nature is one of the Characteristics, 
one of the exclusive pri'lTeleges , of Divinity. He must 
love and be loved. 1 

This helps us to understand the close) inseparable relationship of 

Krsna and Arjuna in the Mahabharata • 

The belief that the Siupreme Being assumes material form to 

preserve and:' rectify the existing ,,,orld is the key to 'Yiftnuvite .. 
religion. ;, Yis.nu was born ar.long men in many forms as a fish, as .. 
Rima, as Krsna, as Buddha. His role is that of preserver. When ... 
he assumes the form I!)f a prince of D1'r1araka he fulfills the role 

of teacher of the Vi'slluvite faith;; thle devotional rel:igion which 
•• 

replaced the Vedic ceremonies and the Upaniiadic philosophy of the 

divine as utterly tr~nscendent. Tne aim is to invite sinners to 

. .. as the human avatara of ,'Vi~nuJ .. surrender themselves to Sri Krsna 

-..Preserver, God of love o 'Ifuen Draupadi was beil18 divested of her 

garment~ in the court of king Dhrtarashtra, in her distress she . 
, -

called on Sri Krsna for help,· who b~~ing deeply moved came to her 

ass istance, 

--and l;\Thile Yajnaseni was crying aloud to Krishna, also 
called Vishnu (italics mine) and Hari and Nara for 
protectidln, the illustrious Dharma, remaining unseen, 
covered her with exellent clothes of many hues.~· 2 

1. B.Ko Goswami - Th¢ Bhakti Cult in ~~cient India, 403. 
2. Mbh. II. 1440 
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2. THE SUPRE}ffi BEING 

The issue of the Supreme Being arises in the dialogue between 

Duryodhana and Bhisina •. i-lhen Duryodhana requests an answer as to the 

origin and the glory of Vasudeva who is spoken of as the Supreme 

Being in all the wor l,ds, he is reminded that Vasudeva is the 

.i • .••• God oif all Gods ..... none superior to him •••• 
all soul .. • • highest soul .. • 0 Supreme male Being 
" ... laid hims·elf down on the waters ••• created 
Speech and the Vedas, .•• the universe ..... He is the 
great Boa!r, He is the great lion, and He is the Three
stepped Lord. 1 

The creation of caste isa1so attributed to him and a recital of the 

many avataras by which Krsna in ttdays of old tt had appeared on earth 

is offered in the Vana parva and sounds like the Jatal~ tales of 

later Buddhism. In the last instance he appropriated unto~imself the 

sacred city of Dwara~ao Lapsing into a description of his character-

istics, arjuna describes him as devoid of crookedness, anger, envy, 

. 'untruth and crueltYf He would know no~' deterioration, 
2 

(Host of these 

aspects are contradicted at Some time or another in the Epic). Taking 

up the same laudation Praupadi as well bursts out with a hymn in praise 

of Krsna in appelations that are repeated on other occasions through-... 
out the whole Epic • 

. IThou are the Eternal One 1 ••• Lord of all ••• 
Omnipreselnt, Soul of all things, ••• Supreme lord of 
all creatures •••• Etc. 3 

1. 1.1!;ili. V. 187 f. 
2. ~., II. 30. 
3. ~., 3l~ 
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Thus when Krsma and l~juna are linked together before the 
•• I> 

battle begins they ~re called 

'Those s~me ancient gods;, the divine Nara and Narayana 
••• t'hey a re one Soul born in twaino These two) by 
their a~ts, enjoy numerous eternal and exhaustible 
regions, and are repeatedly born in those worlds when 
destructive wars are necessary. For this reason their 
mission is to fight.' 1 

In god-like nature the two are equal to each other and they have 

taken their birth of their own Will. 2 

Victory is attributed to ~sna because he possesses infinite ... 
energy and the clai~ is made of his indestructibility because his 

weapons areincapable of being baffled. Neither is he a new upstart 

of a god since he 

'appearipg as Hari in olden days, said in a loud voice 
unto the Gods and Asuras -- ~fuo amongst you would be 
victorilous'Z' ••• Even the conquered who said, •• 0 

\-lith ~ishna in the front we will conquer. 3 

In the last chapter we argued that victory came to the 2andavas .. 
- because of a human alliance which turns the tide of events. Now 

the victory has been positioned in the metaphysical realm among the 

j -
. Gods and Asuras for Sri Krsna transcends the human sphere to ... 
represent himself as a metaphysical figureo 

3 e TO liHOM liORSHI1? IS DUE 

From the beginning we are informed that oppssition to worshipping 

Krsna as God did exist" Some were not willing to accept him as the 
••• 

1. Hoh.. IV. 124. 
2. Ibid., 155 .. 
3. ~ • .t v. 49. 
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, 
All God and individuals like SUSipula and Duryodhana belittled him 

in public) criticiz;i.ng him and trying to make him:. something inferior. 

Here we could allow 'some basis for the argument that there was 

1 
opposition between t1he worshippers of . Vi"snu and Siva and that 

the struggle was a philosophical war between the two cults. 

The question of accordin~ worship to l~sna arose already ... 
in the Sabha parva •• How can Madhava deserve the first worship? Is 

he greater than Droma or Dwaipayana or Bhisma?! 
~ 

When brave bswatthaman~ 
• 

knowledgable, is here, Why is Krsna being worshipped? vmo do you ... 
o son of ~andu passover illustrious heroes to give priority to 

•• 
Krsna who is neither a sacrificial priest, nor a preceptor, nor a ... 
king1 Are you hopi~g for some advantage, some gain or is it to 

insult us,?' 

·This wretch born of the r ace of the Vrishnis unrighteous
ly slew of old the illustrious kind Jarasandha. Right
eousness hath today 1:een abandoned by ¥udhisthira and 
meaness only hath been displayed by him in consequence 
of his having offered the Arghya to Krishna.~· 1 

The above questions were first directed to Yudhisthira. But the matter 

• I - ~.H did not end here because, turnine towards Krsna, Sisupala~ressed hmm ... 
accusingly and dema~ded to know why he would aven think of accepting 

worship of ' .. :Which he' is unworthy. It was indeed offered to him by those 
, 

''mean minded princesu but Krsna should have had enough sense to re-
, ... 

fuse it and set them straight. 

1. The questions raised by Si~upala have been paraphrased as they 
represent a lengthy speech. }fuh. II. 86 1 87. 
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Thou thinkest much of the worship unworthily offered 
unto thee, like a dog that lappeth in solitude a 
quantity of clarified butter that it hath obtained. 1 

Having had his say ~i~upala left the assembly hall but king 

Yudhisthira ran afte~ him trying to reason with him why worship should 

be acc;:,orded to Krsna., There a re t~10 reasons why Govinda is worshipped. 

It is plain tl~t he is distinguished in knowledge of the Vedas and 

their branches, and also excess of strength has been demonstrated by 

him. He has defeated many warriors i.n battle and the whole universe 

has been established by him. 2 

The whole question revolves around who Krsna is. Is he a ... 
metaphysical figure or merely a human figure~ Is he divine or only 

human? the one side ,is convinced that he is an ordinary being who 

enjoys thefulse honor of god given by the Pandavas and the other .. 
side reasons that he 'is more than human and therefore God incarnate, 

origin of the universe, of mobile and inunobile creatures that have 

. -sprtlng into existenc€; from him only and into whom the universe' will 

3 dissolve; the Creator, the Eternal o 

Nor has the God left himself without testimony. Krsna defends ... 
himself as one worthy of wor~hip. The defense has been made and a 

shower of flmvers faU on Sahadeva's head and an other ~ .. orld:ly voice 

speaks ItExellent, exellent ft • Kesava of dark hue, clad in black deer 

skins; this dispellet of doubts, made his final declaration, 

1. Hbh. II. 87. 
2. c.f. -.Ibid. 88f. 
3. Ibid. 
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Those melt). that will not worship the lotus-eyed Krishna 
should b!e regarded as <bad though moving> and should 
never be! talked to on any occasion .. ' 1 

The objection :to a o:ord worship to Krsna Ls "overcome to a 

large degree by an accpetal1ce of his incarnation. This concept 

bridges the gap betwieen the human figure and the metaphysical 

figure. Krsna as tieacher depends on "Vis"l'lUism which incorprates .. 
in its beliefs the jJncarnation theory and on the Mahabharata which 

assumes that he has takeA many forms at various times in world his-

tory to rectify conditions. The Ultimate Being has appeared in the 

f f R- 2 i ]J. - 3 i . f f 4 orm 0 ama, n mu t~-£orm) n 1n inite orms, he has taken 

birth among men,S imcarnated on earth (as Krishna of Yadu's race),6 

Vamana the dwarf J 7 Hanuman in the Rama incarnation) 8 and numerous 

others. 

Finally, the Umetaphysicalnessil of Sri Krsna is amplified in ... 
the numerous hymns df praise dedicated not to his human achievements 

,- but to his performaIj.ce as an avatar of "VisntJ and above all his 
I •• 

metaphysical qualities. Within the realm'of the metaphysical) the 

, -
Hacrocosm, Sri Krsna is the ultimate Being who is the Creator, the ... 
Sustainer and the Destroyer. He embraces the full god-head and 

absorbs alLother de~ties into his being. There are a number of such 

devotional hymns in:the Hahabharata in which the attributes and 

names of him are spun out in endless succession. They comp1e tely 

overshado'to1 any crit~cism which his foes had made of him. It is not 

1. 11bh. II. 90. (Th~ argtnnent over the true nature of ~ll~a continues 
over successive pages of the Sabha'parva) 

2. Ibid., 
3. Ibid., 
6. Ibid.~ 

XI. 349. 
342. 
X. 619. 

I 

5 • .l.hi.Q... J 330. 
8. ~, 92. 
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possible nor necessalry here to repeat the pages upon pages of 

epithets and praises: recited in adorr.ment of Krsna; to illustrate ... 
only a few will be qjuoted as typical. He is the Creator and Lord 

of all things, etertial one, omnipresent, Soul of all things, active 

power prevading ever!ything, Supreme Lord of a 11 creatures, the several 

worlds, sun and moon: are established by him~ Lord of the gods, he is 

called TAT, Brahman has sprung from him, Unmanifest, Father of the 

universe, he created Speech andthe Vedas, he is Actor and Action, 

the past, present and future, without form) the One only being, 

, 1 
beyond mind and mattler, ·V.isnu, Siva, Rudra, Kali, Narayana, etc. etc • . . 

When the 1O,OClO names of Vasud.eva are recited the Mahabhi'rata 

eeclares that these 'names have been selected from Vedic lore and are 

celebrated over all Ithe world. The refrain is the same, 

ftMahadeva: is Eternal BrahmanH • 

In these pages upon !pages of the great "Thou artU sections all of human 

experience and imag~nation is attributed to Krsna. Neither are the gods ... 
to be forgot·ten nor lare the sacred scriptures (Thou art 

2 
Itihasas, I'uranas, dither Scriptures) to be neglected. 

the Veda I SmrtiS,' . 
, -

If Sri Krsna ~s the Creator of all tnings anima~e. andinanimace, 
••• 

and if he is the preserver of the world order, then he is also the end 

of the created ordet since ultimately all must sink back into the 

bosom of that great .sea from whence it arose. Therefore Krsna must . .. 
1. Hymns in praise: of Ko;~.na magnify his metaphysicalness and are 

found in many places of the Epic. hoh. II. 30£; V. 56ff.(B.G.); 
v. 49f.; 184-6; :VIII, 91, 94f., 96f.; IX .. 94f; X. 39ff., j9ff., 
325 ff.; XI. 325ff.(He is" section) ... 

2. Ijbh. X. 79 ff. {Scriptures are mentioned in X. 101.) 
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, 
embrace the attribut~s of Siva (and his COl~O~tS) who in popular 

Hinduism have been d~signated as the destroyer. He is competent 

to destroy all thing$, is known as the destroyer of all, exceedin~ly 

ugly and fierce (Kali).l As master and controller of the universe 

and as Lord of the P*st, Present and Future great power is vested 

in him which includes the power to destroy.. He is 

,the Crea~or (or Destroyer) of all existing things. . . . 
There is little room for doubt,) if the Mahabharata is at all 

I .. 

taken seriously; thaI: Sri Krsna is a metaphysical figure who is 

Ultimate Being; beyond and above the worlds of gods and men, the 

one Eternal reality who is the u,Alpha and ~galt of \all thingso 

Anyone \'lho regards h~m other than the Un:.-uaniiest and eternal is 

a wretoh and labours in darkness. 

'That perso'n Of foolish· understanding is ealled a wretch) 
who) from disreeard, speaketh of Hrishikesa as only a man. ,3 

He are compell~d to :face the questi on once more) If Krsna is ... 
- that Supreme Being attested to in the Epic, Why does he manifest 

human characteristic~ and frailties? If he is the origin and de-

struction of all thirtgs why does he submit himself to an ignoble 

death at the hands of a hunter'! The composer of the Epic feels the 

challenge of such a fluestion and has Vasudeva) in dialogue with 

Utanka, utter his own reply. 

1. :Hbh. X. 101 fo 
2. ibid., XI. 334. 
30 Ibid. 1 V. 185. 

2 
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r am the Creator of all existent objects and I am their 
destroyer!. I(n,O\ving no change myself, I am the destroyer 
of all thbse creatures that live in Sinfulness. In every 
Yuga I have to repair themuseway of Righteousness; 
entering into diverse kinds of wombs from deSire of doing 
good to my creatures ....... Born now in the order of 
humanity) • I must act as a hUl"[lan being. I appealed to 
themCthe f<.auravas) most piteously.. But stupefied as 
they were .... I frightened them ••• But once more I 
showed themselves my usual (Human) form. 1 

The enlightened Utanka no longer felt inclined to curse him. As 

one who least deserveS the Lord's grace he asks him, "show me once 

thy sovereign formn , 1.11'on which Krsna s~1.owed Utanka that eternal .... 
Vais'nava., form. But t;he Itexellent and indestructable formi! is not .. 
all that Utanka desired to see for he continued with a further re-

-1 wish to behold thee now in they own Chuman) form 
which tool is eternal.·· 2 

Hiraculous elem~nts are considered to be part of the transcendent 

beir~, yet when we lopk at Krsna there seems to be confusion attached ... 
to his great po~er and energy. At times he appears to be incapable of 

using his power indescriminately and has to depend on others, e.g. 

Arjuna, for implement:ationo He has the mighty discus at his disposal 

but that too becomes more of a symbol of power and not an actual 

weapono It is as if the mighty God, in his form of Krsna were de-... 
liberately limiting nimself with the purpose of provoking men into 

action. "\O!e see him tlhe mighty warriolr on the battle field playing 

1. Mhh. XII. 107£. 
2. Ib:id., XII. 108. -

- ~-'·1""· 
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the role of a humble ¢harioteer and offering advice to Arjuna, 

which if followed in faith would set in motion the machinery of 

liberation and freedom. However, some of the miracles performed 

by K:rsna tlsince his !birth" were evidently known and only alluded to 

1 at the time of the cminpi Vltion of the Epic. Those acts have been 

recited by people while the much talked about attributes have come 

to the attention of the author. 'i~"hat he has in mind here is no doubt 

the rescue of DavakIts children (including Balarama and l~sna) from ... 
the evil intentions of Kansa, king of Y~thurao Krsna is said to have 

••• 

performed miracles soon after his birth.. Ifuen his father was im-

prisoned the chains f!ell from him and he was able to escape with the 

child Krsna. When the tl""O crossed the river Jumna, the mther carried 

the child in a basket on his head. The vaters were so deep that the 

danger of drowning w~s real, but Krsna dipped his foot in the water ... 
and it abated. 

2 Hir~c les continued to abouM durir.g his youth as well, 

the adventures of w~ich are recorded for us in the Harivamsa; an 

appendix to the Mahai:hiarata. Here Krsna, the many-facet.oed God is 
CI ~~ • 

pictured as a lovabl~ infant, a mischievous shepherd boy (Roy trans-

lates this aspect as ICOHboyC), lover of the milkmaids" husband of 

goddesses, exponent d>f ascetic renunciation, roughest of all bullies .. 

I 

fountainhead of morality even if it runs connter to every rule of 

decency and fair pla~l. SOI:1ehow beyond all of Hindu morality he 

continued to shine as the One Supreme and Ultimate reality. He 

. remains the Preserver, the one who conserves values and assists ia· 

1. l&h.o II. 88. , 

2. D.A. Mackenzie - [ndian Hyth and Legend, 128f. 
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their realization. 
, 

:Unlike the complex Siva, he is the perfect and patient 
exemplar of 'vinsome divine Love.. He watches from the 
skies; and '''hen~ver he sees va ltues threatened or the 
good in peri1~ he exerts all his preservative influence 
in their pehalf. l 

1. J.B. Noss - ~n's Religions, 285. 

The Hfu"U V ANSA 

Harivamsa = Family of, Vi~\lu:. 

It is a suplementary book to the Mahabharata and is concerned only 
, 

with Krsna. The 16,OPO slokas are divided into three sections • 
••• 

i) Hari Vamsa! parvan 

A history of ~~\la 's ancestery up till the time of 
Visnu' $,: 'incarnation into him. 

~ . 
i1) Vis·nul parvan 

An account of rZrsna's exploits) the cowherd god~ the 
Visnu! fincarnation • . . 

iii) Bhavis;nat purana 
$I ! • 

?rpphe~y telling of future vices of the Kali age. 
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4. A~STATION OF THE BHAGAV~~ GiTA 

The Bhacavadgi~a, as as an ingeera1 part of the Bhlsma, 
I 

parva is not really concerned with supplying arguments to support 

Krsna as a metaphysical entity_ The S.upl'eme. reality which has ... 
incarnated itself ca*not be arrived at through dialectic gymnastics 

Which the mass of hUluanity is not able to understando It approaches 

the problem fonn theposition that only spiritual experience can 

provide the proof of the existence of Spirito Simply and briefly 

stated, one cannot a~ a finite being provide any description of 

the infinite becausel of limitations and where one attempts to define 

the undefinable it :-a1lv.1ays turns out to be wholly inadequate. In 

the language of the IUpanisads the only conclusions which one may 
• 

I 
draw' is that the Etelrnal, the Supreme, is bot):l being and becoming) 

it does not move yet it moves, it is far andyet it is near. He is 

both transcendent and irraninent o Fox:· the Gita the concern is the 

- imminence of God and his involvment with the world of men who are 

engaged in an active struggle bet'veen good and evil .. God incarnates 

himself to Cecoroe man's liberator.. He offers his love to help man 

to resist the forces of destruction.. The wholly other in the 
I 

Upanisads becomes t~e personal God who created the world and resides 
• 

within it in the Git~o The spirit of the cosmos presides over the 

I 

created cosmos and takes up residence in the heart of every being .. 
I 

. The Lo~ abides in the hearts of all beings, 0 Arjuna, 
causing, them to turn ;round by HiS power as if they were 
mountedi on a machine o 1 

1. B.G. XVIII.61o -
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The Ultimate beling has t"JO natures, the higher(para) and the lower 

(apara) and as a persional Lord of the universe contains conscious 

souls (Ksetrajna) and! unconscious nature (Ksetra) .. 
• • 

-Earth, water, fire, air> ether, mind and understanding 
and self-isense .. • .. This is my lower nature. Know 
then my dther and higher nature which is the sou.l', 
by which ,the world is upheld. ' 1 

Arjuna is further rel'b.inded that, 

~len of 1110 understanding think if Me, the unmanifest, 
as having manifestations 'I not knOWing 11y higher nature, 
changele$s and supremeo' -' 2 

The Gita identifies Krsna with the Supreme Lord, the Oneness .... 
that lies behind the universe of nama-rupa, the changeless truth behind 

all appearances, who. transcends over all andyet is immanent in al1 0 

Knowing no birbh or! change he becomes the human embodime.nt of .~ Visna, 

and appears in the world as though he was born and embodied again 

and again. 

If God is to be looked upon as the savior of mankind, though 

he is wholly transcendent, he must reveal himsl£ whenever evil forces 

threaten human values. The theory of avatara is an attempt to explain 

the descent of God ~nto man and not the ascent of man into God. 

The Gita. lays stres~ on the view that the divine consciousness is 

always present in m~n but at the saIne time implies that there are 

two aspects of the Divine) compatible with each other, andthese are 

the transcendent. and the immanent. l~sna born of vasudeva and 

Devakf represents Ithe immanent nature) while at the same time 

being transcendente' If this is sO"t then, What makes Krsna in his 

1. B.G. VlIo 4-5. 
2. Ibid.~ 24. 
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immanence distinct ftom Arjuna? In what sense is Krsna transcendent ... 
and Arjuna not? The I anSwer is supplied by Krsna himself, 

Hany are iHy lives that are past, and thine also, 0 
Arjuna; ~ll of them I know but thou knowest not, 
o Scourg~ of the foe(Arjuna). 1 

This verse from the ~ita suggests that Arjuna like Krsna has under-... 
gone many incarnatioms as associate devotee to serve the Lord in 

different capacities~ The difference between the Lord and Arjuna is 

that Krsna remember~d all the incidents while Arjuna could not 

remember.Arjuna who ~s called the mighty hero who subdues enemies 

somehow is unable to!recall what had happened in various former 

births and so can ne~er be equal to God. All depends on the divine 

grace of Krsna for an understanding of the transcendence of the Lord • . . . 
The Lord is the dispenser of such grace, Arjuna the devotee who re-

ceives it. 

Another distinction can be noted, namely, that the Lord does 

_not-change his body, 

: My tra,nscendent Body never' deteriorates •••• I still 
appear in 'every millenium in My original transcendental 
formo 2 

How different for Arjuna and other living entities, who are con-

ditioned souls and m*y have one kind of a body in the present birth 

but a different one in the next birth. The one is uncontaminated by 

the material world, the other is contaminated (affected by Karma) by 

~terial nature. 

1. B.G. Iv. 5. 
2. Ibid.~ 7~8. 
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A third considleration enters the picture to further elaborate 

the distinction. l<:!~::a appears on schedule at the beginniI1g of the 

Kali 'yuga but there lis nothing in the universe that could make him 

comply with rules and regulations. He is completely free and acts 

at His will, volunt~rily, and is under no compulsion. He assumes his 

manifestation at hisi own choice, 

i-Jheneve~ and "toJherever there is a decline in religious 
practic~ • • • a predominant rise of irreligion -- at 
that time I descend Hyself" 

In order to deliver the pious and to annihilate the 
miscrea~ts, as well as to re-establish the principles 
of religjion, I advent Myself ml11enlum after millenlum. 1 

As for Arjuna,i and others, their embodiment is not voluntary. 

Because of ignoranc~ they are born again and a~ain. Prakrti controls 
• 

them while the Lorq controls prakrti. Ordinary beings are determined 
• 

by the force of prakrti while Krsna is free, coming and goine by his . 
own free will, not subjected by Karn~o 

t~aking hold of nature which is 1-1y own, I s end forth 
again <lrj.c:'again all this multitude of beings, which are 
helples$, being under the control of nature (prakrti). "2 

In the development of popular religion there was a longing for 

a personal, half-hulflan god or gods.. This longing was conter.lpDrary 

at least in part \vi t:h the Upani~adic speculation 1vhich ,vas limited to 

an intellectually s~~ll segment of society. Thus the popular belief 

had to be manysided: enough to satisfy the religious requirements of 

the masses and inteilectuals as well. The Gita fills this need • 

. 1 .. B.G,. IV. 7f .. 
2 • ..l!!..!i. J IX. 8. 
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We are unable to reconstruct the evolution of Krsna from 
••• 

human to half god among ~ods until at last he assun~s the statu~e 

of Eternal Being who man~fests himself in the Visnu avatara in 
•• 

the Bhagavad&ita. Yet i~ 1s possible to conclude that local and 

tribal deities were worshipped in different parts of India, each 

regarded as the chief 1 o~ even as a god of a particular tribe. 

Such tribal deities appebr to have been local heroes, deified after 

death. 

'-Such a local herol must have been the Krsna who appears 
as the Supreme Dplity, the "Blessed One~·· in the Bhagavad
Gita. He was app~rently a deified local chieftain, the 
head of the Vrsnil clan. Indeed, he appears as such in 
strictly human· gulise, in the greater part of the Maha
bharata. In the pita he is • • • an incarnation of the 
Deity in human fo~m • • • he has all the attributes of 

a full-fledged monlotheistic deity." 2 

The further questibn to which we shall address ourselves, now 

that we have considered ~he historical. and metaphysical Krsna figures, 
••• 

is the notion of the culitic Krsna • 
• •• 

V THE CULTIC KRSNA ... 
We have already oblserved that the Mahabharata had to deal with 

the question of worship ,accorded to Krsna. Indeed the question of ... 
his divinity was raised by those of the Kuru clan who could not per-

suade themselves to regalrd Vasudeva even as important as Drona, Karna 
• • 

and Bhisma. To the man !of unbelief the answer was obviously that 
• 

Krsna was an imposter ~ho accepted worship at the hands of the ... 
Pandavas, and he enjoyed! this glory give:n him without doing anything to 

•• 

I 

1. This is quite univer~al in ancient civilizations. In Egypt each 
Nome had its own part1icular de ity - a practice which persisted until 
the unification of U~per and Lower Egypt. 

2. F. Edgerton - The Bh~gavad Gita, 132. 
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discourage them. T~e oPPosition, particularily the evil minded 

Duryodhana, remaine4 obst~nate to the bitter end. The Pandavas .. 
thought otherwise f~r by faith they knew the 'true nature of Krsna' ... 
and accepted him as!one to whom praise and worship ought to be 

given. Their devotion to Krsna is plainly established in the Gita. ... ~ 

1. KRSNA AS LATE CO~R DEITY ... 
We are confronted with a time in Indian religious development 

that followed the r~utine sacrificial systems of Vedic times and 

also the highly speculative and abstract philosophy of the earlier 

Upanisads • In both of these 'the mass of the people had been neg-. 
lected who at the tlime of the composition of the Mahabharata were 

clamoring for partiicipation in religious matters. A p'opular God 

was necessary who ~ould appeal to both the higher and lower circles 

of Hindu society.·~snaism, as many sided as it appears in the EpiC, 
I ••• 

became the kind of iteaching which aroused the emotional support of 

almost every man. 

Why was Ktsna chosen as the one to be popularly supported? ... 
Why were none of t~e ancient deities of the ~ accorded such 

devotion? Krsna as such does not appear in the ~ (the name ... 
appears only once in the ~g veda) and the U2anisads mention only 

one Krsna who evi~ently is not the, same person mentioned in the Epic. 
•• • I 

Bhandarkar, an emminent Hindu scholar, went so far as to claim th~t 

Krsna was not yet identified with Visnu in the Gita) 
I • • • 

though this 

1 
happened soon afte~wards. His conclusions do not stand up for 

, 
1. R.G. Bhandarkar - Vaisnavism, Saivism and Minor Religious Systems, 13. 

---.. ----~~-------------------------------------
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we have already noted the fre~uency with which Krsna is identified as ... 
an avatara of Visnu. and even directly declared to be Visnu. Such .. 
frequent usage wou14 indicate a rather wide and common acceptance of 

I __ 

such teaching. The iGita as well testifies to this for Krsna addresses 

Visnu, ... 

god, a 

:-

When I se~ Thee touching the sky • • • 
my inmostisoul trembles in fear and"l find 
neither steadiness or peace, 0 Vishnu. ~ 1 

••• 

Visnu was qne of the gods of the ~g veda, probably a .. 
personificat~.on of the sun. He is not as prominent as 

nature 

one would 

expect when one considers 
I 

his later popularity. As a minor figure 

he acquired no greater significance in the older Ul2anisads which 

pre-date the GIta ~here he is ment:Loned only three or four times. 

Krsns, who is associated with Visnu as avatara and receives due . .. . . 
recognition in the ~pic, shares Visnu's vagueness in both the Vedas 

I •• 

and the Upanisads • 
• 

Speculatiob has been abundant in seeking out evidence to 

identify the Epic V$sudeva Krsna with the Rg vedic Krsns 2and the 
at e • • •• ., 

Upani9adic Krsna. 3 
. . .. The Vedic Krsna is known as Krsna Angirasa, ... ..-

the Upanisadic one as Krsna Devakiputra, pupil of Ghora Angirasa • . ' ... 
Is it possible that there is a continuous tradition that claims the 

Vedic rsi or teache~ for the Upanisads and the Epic as well? Time-... .. 
wise and also offic~-wise it seems quite unlikely that the two can 

be pressed into thei same divine hero who is featured in the Mahi-

bharata. Ranade co~curs with the view saying that if at least 

1 .. S. Radhakrishnani-1- The Bhagavad Gita, XI. 24 (see also XI. 30) 
2. Jfg veda VIII.74.: 
3. Chha ndogya Upa ni!~ad ) II 1.17 • 6 .. 
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the Chhandogya Krs~a and the Epic Krsna were one and the same then 
••• 

we still cannot und~rstand why in a Hork such as the Hahabharata, 

which is expected to give us everything about the divine warrior, 
, 

the name of his tea~her goes unmentioned. 

~Here Si?ilarity of name proves nothing.. It fills one 
"lith hurpour that a new facile philosophy of identifi
cations' e 0 0 instituted 0 •• by a host of critics 
of no srr.all calibre vlhen they .. mulct raise a huge 
structure of mythic-imaginary.;rudentifications by roll
i~~ together the god Vishnu of Vedic repute, Narayana 

I _, 

the cosmic God) K;csna the pupil of Ghora AUgirasa) 
and Vas~deva the founder of a new religion and thus 
try to prove that the sources of the religion of the 
Bhagava~ Gita are to be found· in the teachings of 
Ghora A11girasa t 'l 

It is a futile search to try to trace the devotion accorded to 

Visnu \ and more part:icularily Krsna to ancient sources. Popularity 
• • : ... 0 

of these two appears to have arisen rather abruptly within the 

Epic structure~ in a period followip~ the early Upanisadso It was 
• 

proba~ly stL~ulatedl by the Bhagavadgita~ itself, and encouraged 

because of the rise, of a bhakti cult in Buddhism. If cultic elements 

surrounded the hero of the Epic then we can also assume tha t Similar 

cultic elements '-Tere present among the masses that £o11o"\'led Buddhist 

teaching. These appear with the collection of the relics of the 

founder, the bui1<li;ng of stupas as places to house such relics> 

the colledtion of t~e Jataka Tales of Buddha's previous births, 

and the attention gliven to Buddha by the hlahayana school. For the 

Buddhists the focus; was one of devotion to Tathasatal founder of the 

1. Ranade - A Constructive Survey of Upanisadic Philosophy) 205. 
(The IVlhole problem is discussed in 201-205). 
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religion, great teacher of eternal truths of suffering and the over-

coming of suffering 01 The appeal vas so widespread that persons from 

lowliest cirCulUstancles to those in kinzly courts left the old way 

to enter the monasti!c life in the Sangha. The movement gained such 

momentum that Buddha at one point began to discourage this kind 

of devotion because lit disrupted society. The bhakti cult continued 

to spread so that by: the time of the Hahayana school Buddha was 

deified and many mirlaculo'.ls stories began to be circulated" 

What was happe!ning in Buddhist circles was also happening 

in Hinduism as populiar demand for a personal god and as a counter 

movement to Buddhis~ with its wide appeal that threatened the old 

Brahmanic traditionsl and bel iefs. As Buddha came to be regarded 

as the teacher par e!xellence in Buddhist circles, so Krsna in the ... 
}fuhabharata is rega~ded as the teacher par~ellence of the Visnuvite 

faith. It preached a salvation by knowledge embracing works. Sinners 

must surrender themslelves to Krsna; the human incarnation of Vu,m:u.;) 
I $.. " .. 
I T 1 

the ~reserver, the Qod of ~oveo Such afuith is expressed in the 

efta where Krsna asl charioteer and as human avatara reveals him-- ... 
self to Arjuna as thle Divine Being, the cause of the entire uni-

verse, destroyer j tbhre is no one higher than the Om, the Supreme 

2 
So 1 Vi c::n' u '"h"" Soiurce of All ~ u; ~ "I.. "" I • 

• • I' 
Arjuna is encouraged to worship 

that Divine Being. 

1 .. D.A. Hackenzie - IIndian Myth and legend, 125. 
2. Edgerton, ],& X .. (The antiphonal hymn declaring the attributes 

of Sri Krsna .. ) 
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IBut thos~ ,.,ho, all actions 
Castine qn He, intent on He, 
With utterly tinswervirlE discipline 
Heditatipg on He, revere He., 

For them' I the Savior 
From the, sea of the· round of deaths 
Become right soon ...... , 1 

We a re not dentine tha t devotion existed prior to the writing 

of the Hahabharata •• Devotion as such can be traced back a long
i 

long 

time. It is inherent in the hytffi1S of praise and prayers in the ~ 

veda and finds expression in the piety of the Upanisads. Difficult as -
the worship of the utunanifest must have been there were some who 

were able to feel an,.emotional closeness to God. But bhakti to a 

Personal God is an easier way to achieve a spiritual aura and besides 

it is open to all; ti;> the ignorant, the illiterate, the lo'\'lly too 

who can now believe and experience the saving love of God. 

2. BHA1..'TI 

Bhakti is a'term derived from the root, bhaj, to serve and as 

such expresses more than common social service because it is a baSic 

service to God. It emphasizes a humility; a readiness to serve, 

gentle love) a renou~cing of self will and a surrendering of oneself 

completely to the Lo~do But it is not completely passive for the 

devotee is expected ~o be involved at least in a small way in earn-

ing the grace of God!, 
2. 

the ~n doh.g of works without a desire for the 

l.ouEdgerton, BoG. XI!I. 6fo (also XVIII. 65£.) 
2. Such participatioh is known as the "monkey hold way". The young 

monkey is riot pasisive but clings to the mother as it is carried 
to safetyo It is: opposed to thellcat hold \vay" where the mother 
picks up the young while they remain completely passiveo 
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fruits thereof. 

The comments of Edgerton on the Hay of Devotion in the G'ita: 1 

help us' to better understand ,,,hat was happening in the Epic age as 

compared to the Vedic and Upanisadic periods of Indian thought. 
I • 

. The Upanisads, he exp~ains, taught that ltknowledgen of the First 
• i 

:Principle .of the Univ<hrse led to salvation. Such IIknowledge ll was 

difficult to attain amd not all men were therefore capable of 

achieving the highest goal. It was easier for most of mankind to 

pursue a more emotion~l scheme for salvation. Such a scheme is set 

forth in .the ~ by rheans of the Itfamous doctrine of bhakti 

devotion -- love of G0d, 

nit is alm<pst a new note in Hindu religious speculation. n 2. 

Bhakti can hardly bec$me an experience unless there is a divine 

personality) and Krsna became this personality. It ,led to the rise ... 
of a cult devoted to the love of God without, displacing outright 

the old intellectual theory of salvation through knowledge. Bhakti 

became another means ¢f gainine knowledge of God, 

'By unswerving devotion it is possible to knmv He in 
this form~ 0 • • • 3 

Just when this popularization of the Bhakti cult took place is hard 

4 
to determine. Basham~ The Honder. that Has India, thinks that the 

sect of the Bhagavata$, or worshippers of Vasudeva ,.,i/ .. : was identified 

l~ Ibid., B.G. 172 f. 
2. Ibid., In.;~ 
3. Ibid., XI. 54. 
4. A. L. Basham - TheiHonder that was India, 328. 

tTetang, Bhandarkar - 4th century B.C.; Lassen, 
We~er - 3rd Century B.C.; Garbe, Hopkins - 2nd 
ce.ntury B.C.) 
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as Visnu, I and Krsna ft least a centm:y before Christ. ' The ~ 
.0" 

section of the Epic was most likely composed around that time. 

Radhakrishnan holds that the work~ on the tesis of archaic construc-

tions and internal d:ferences, Has definitely pre-Christian, dated 

as early as 500 B.C.iand followed by subsequent alterations. Garbe 

disagrees with so early a date because the l~~~a-Vasudeva cult got 

mixed up with the SG~kpy.a Yoga somewhere in the 3rd century B.C. 

and thereforethe ori~inal. Gita was composed around the 2nd century 

B.C .. 
i 

It is more pra~tical to assume that the rise of the cult and 

the c omposition ofth~ efta should someho\V' go hand in hand at a time, ,-
when a, literary reco$nition of the Hay of Devotion was imparative. 

:IIt (The B~agavad Gi6i) was Hoven into the enormous 
epic, th~ 11ahabharata about the first century A.D. 
and has greatly influenced Hinduism ever since. 1, 

S.K. De confronts us with a rather convincing argument 'for 

the rise of the bhakti cult in Hinduism. It came at a time when 

2 
heresies assailed the orthodox ritual and creed.. By demand of 

current popular beliefs a remodelli~g, aSSimilating and a moulding 

took place. The tim~s demanded a practical codification of the 

older tradition and ~ stricter regulating of daily life and conduct 
I 

(thus the encycloped~c work, the Y.tahabharata). 3 All this activity 

came as a response tb the popular teaching of Jainism and Buddhism. 

10 Clark D .. Hoore, David Eldridge .{eds.) - India, Yesterday and Today] 47. 
2' .. S.K. De - Aspectsl of S&nskrit Literature, 59 .. 
3. Subjects treated ~n this Encyclopedic work - caste duty, particular

fly the Kshatriya: caste; hmV' a king is to rule righteously; how 
women are to be treated; the conducting of successful warfare; 
right worship; sa~ri£ice; etc. 

I. 
"~' 
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The sp ecial 
I 

love emphasis on the po·wer and the and grace of 
i 

God ~'lias not really c0r-trary to either Vedic teaching nor Upanisadic 

philosophy. It was biut the ultimate outcome of a 10I'.g development 

of BGed thinkingH
• It is still a mixture of the old 'ilith the new 

i 

outlook and since the~e is a harmony the }~habharata has been 
I 

called the lJfifth VedFi H
• Krsna is of old, known as the IIAncient of 

First Creator etc o l~e is also the ne,,,,, the present and known by 

}..rjuna and others as IKrsna, Yadava, Companion, Friend. So it didn()t ... 
really rr.atter if for :the masses the Vedic gods had lost. their old 

status and powero Gqd was in a more personal form in the midst of 

his people, asking tqat his devotees yield their souls to him in 

faithful devotiono 

Among the othen cult·~ (~iVite, Saura, Narayana) "\tfslnuism 

dominates in the Epido It is·called the religion of the Bhagavatas 

because worship is c~ntered around Bhagavat Vasudeva-Krsna, the ... 
avaratara ofVis~~. The sacred literature of the l~sna cult was 

tl~ Bhagavadcg:I.ta,:. whi.ch became inbedded in. the Bh[sma l parva of the 
• 

l1ahabharata. 
• 

The cult had not yet developed any defi~teform 

of worship since no ~irections for worship apart from focusing 

attention on I~sna are givena All that is required is the l 

'Fixing the thought organ on lore ..... 
Revere wi th constant discipline.' 

11 t' t' 'V .... a ,.. ac ~ons cas ~ng on J,'le ••• 
Meditatin6 on Me, revere Meo 1 

1 .. Edgerton> ~. x1I:I. 
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I 

So the powerful, yet benevolent, loving and lovable deity 

became the center of :personal devotion and worship. But it is not 

clear from the Hahab!~arata or even the Glta what the nature of 
i 

,\'orship was to be. \'iThen the Epic s;,:-eaks about such worship it is 

. f" 1 .. not spec~ ~c even wnere Krsna himself demands that worship of him 

as father, guru and ~receptor be approved o The only requirement 

that is suggested is Ithat of meditation and concentration of the 
I 

tlthought" on the Supieme Being hs Creator) Sustainer and Destroyer. 

When the debate over:the worship of Krsna is intiroduced the haggle ... 
is not over the form;of worship but rather over who should be worship-

ed. The repetition 0f the 10,000 names'of the deity and the recitation 

of the achievements qf the hero-god are the cultic expressions of 

worship. 

The recitation! of the names of Vasudeu-a includes the calling 

upon Krsna in timesiof distress. Hhen lJraupadi sufferered her 

. humiliation she a~pe~led to Krsna to remove the stigma from her. 

Arjuna approached ~$ava for sup~ort and advice in the face of the 
I 

Epic warQ During th~ battle he was appealed to again and again for 

advice and direction~ This element of petition is preserved through-

out the whole poem fClr in the end when the heroes of both sides appeal: 

the other "lOr ld, the:f ortunes of both clans are reversed. Ar juna 
i 

appeals to Krsna fot the correction of this strange dilema. 

The pilactice Of sacrifice, tilOUgh not compl,etely dismissed from 

the l'Iahabharata has i been pushed into the background .. ,Sometimes 

1. l-lbh. II. 89 (V. lCk) Krsna cor::rmands that worship of him be approved 
oLDy kings -- it does not specify what such 
acts of warship are to be. 
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Krsna ... 
as the 

offers sacriflces along with others, at times he is spoken of 

sacrifice its(elf G 1 It is evident that only harmless offerings 

are described, su ch ~s, Vi~~u '" himself receiving the sacrifice as 

Krsna. Bloody sacrilfices of; former times are replaced by libations 

and flowers and cakeis. What is important is that god himself is the 

sacrifice for he tak~s on a human form which must meet with dis-

solutionment (return to the original divine form). One animal 

sacrifice that is ne!ithl::!:b approved nor rejected but expected to 
i 

be performed by the! king himself is that of the Asvamedha as a 

symbol of his kingsh!ip. In other places(and these are rare) where 

animal sacrifices arie mentioned it is Krsna himself who, 

"res ides jin the form of Sacrifice in all animals ll
•
2 

1 

Yudhisthiras disgust; ",with the usage of theK:t.iHriyas, his sermon-

izing on pain, desirje and the otl1ercoming of desire through re-

nunication which we ~entioned in Part I of this thesis would 

contravene the practice of sacrifices. It also goes aJainst the 

spirit of lmve empha:sized in the Gita .. 
, --

In the new in~erpretation of the old system. the onus is on 

meditative ~vorship and the recitin~ or hymning the pxaise of Krsna, .... 
the devotee is a8ai~! and again encouraged to l~ecite> Recite~ 

Recite IQ .. . . Blessings come to the devotee because of the rep<.;ating 

of the name of Krsna in its many forms and do not flow from the 

~:' 
1. 11bh~' Xl. 33i~ 

336. 
341. 

2. Ibid.Xi.342 

.... 
>' " 

(.1.<2risn~ "is the great sacrficial .'ladle) 
(Oiterinp;s made to him are enjoyed by him) 
(r~ conveys the libations poured on fire ••• for whom 
tney are intended) . 

( resides in the form of sacrifice in all animals). 
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perforr:'.ance of many ~acrifices .. 

It is the cult~c emphasis on devotion which the Krsna Conscious-

ness Movement of our l times has chosen to emphasize as its central 

teaching. 1 Bhakti, j:hen and no~\',) is the establishment of a personal 

rela tionship between the devotee and the deity (ArjuX".a and Krsna). , 

It depends on 

i) the se~f surrend&t:;tng grace of a lOving God. 

ii) manVs. need of loving devotion • 

. The grace of God is J:hat even tb.ough his real nature is veiled in 

mystery he manifests' himself as a personal God ~·lhenever and wherever 

the wor Id is· in· need of hiim and he can thus be apprehended by the . 

eye of faith. It is: the birthless one comil"'.g to birth by his 

cosmic po"t-7er and the! devotee who yields himself to the Bhagavat 

~ in worship and selfless service rises above to Krsnafs heaven and 

eternity. 

. To all men the Bhagavat is impartial, desiring in his 
infinite: ~race the v,, elfare of all> and responding to 
men in the way in which is is approached.. There is 
therefore no fixed rule or mode of worship, for there 
are varibus avenues of approacho But the best Hay is the 
most simple Hay of complete self-surrender to divine 
grace, not in inactivity but inrelfless activity, not in 
ignoranc(;!·but in the fullness o~ knowledgeo- 2 

11y own judgmen~, based on research largely limited to. the Epic~ 

is that: what ,.;re speak of as the bhakti cult in the Epic period. is 

not a fully developeid phenomenon but only the beginnins of a Vitalizing 

10 Krsna Consciousneiss emphasizes the repeati1;ng of the name, liare 
F.rsna, Hare Rama.! A rather elaborate ritual for the ,vorship of 
M':l: ° Krsna at thelir festival gatherings on Sunday afternoons. 

2. S.K. ue·- Aspectsl of Sanskrit Literature) 100.· 
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force in Hinduism at a ~ime wilen the pOiVer of the older teaching 
an 

had derninished to/all time low. Though bhakti had been a motivatine 

force over a long period of tir.;e, it did at the time of the compi ling 

of the Epic take on a much more inclusilVe nature which would continue 
I 

to expand and enjoy ill1In~nSe pop111arity during the early Christian 

era. Dutt concurs withi th.is View, 

As ~ishna worship became the IJrevHilint religion 
of India afj:er the decay of Buddhism, the old Epic 
caught the Fomplexion o£the tir;,es, and the Krishna
.cult is its i dominating religious idea in its present 
sha?e 0 1 

The evolution of ~he Krsna cult or Bhagavata cult ha<.l Sorne 

historical basis in the' legend of the hero-god w~lich became fused 
I 

together with the Krsna, myth. To a lesser extent outside influences 

crept in, some of ,,,hichJ may have been \~·estern. The Greek invasion 

, of India and the Nestor!ian Christian penetration may have been source 

material. The death-o~-god in the I~Iahabharata has a stran;;e similari-

ty to the Greek Eleusin:ian and Dionysian and the Roman Attis and 
I 

CybeLe cults. It is a!know-n fact that .the dying god idea is widespread 

in the Near East and is un- Indian in tragiC character. No where else 

in Indian hlytholoZy isthe death story of l~sna repeated~ The hero ... 
is killed by a hunter who mistakes him for a deer. liis arrmY' 

pierces the only vulneiable spot, his heel. Such a~ory is similar 

to the Greek s tory of ,/;"~chilles for when the Greeks entered India 

they readily identifie4 Krsus with the ir o'ltm mythical hero. The 

1. C.f. V.S. Sukthankart - On the H(~aning of th.:" Hahabharata,' 3. 
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great city of Dwarakt inundated by the sea has its counterpart in the 

European sunken citYI episodes (Atlantis)o Kamsa, the wicked brother, 

appears to echo Hero~; the story of Yudhisthira and his loss of all 

possessions by misfoktune over which he appears to have no control 

and then the final :l-'estoration to greater glory reminds us of Job 

in the Old Testamentio 

T;.ose who gotD the extreme have suggested that the childhood 

stories of the Epic rero are late indeed when compared \-lith the 

compilation of the 1~hibharata and were popularized as late as the 

middle ages based upbn the circulation of inspired tales brou5ht to 

India by Christian lU~r_chants and Nestorian Htssionaries. Too much 

has been read into such contacts with the outside world and if one 

is inclined to find isimilarities there is no end to which comparisons 

may be pressed to su1it particular desires. Besides there is no 

reason to believe that such stories did not have independent origina-

tion. The childhood; stories surrounding Krsna must have grown up 

quite naturally just; as fables and legends grew up around Jesus 

and were rejected as: part of Sacred history. A.L. Basham comments, 

, In any qase, the s tory of the child Krsna, often depicted 
in later sculpture as a plump infant crawlJ,ng on all 
fours, rJave the god a rare completeness o J}S hero he met 
the wOrl:jhipper's need of a divj.ne father and elder brother; 
as the )110!lng cowherd) he \,78S a divine lover; and as an 
infant~ ia son. The cult of the child Krsna made a special 
appe al ~o the warm maternity of Indian w·omanhood; and even 
today tHe simpler wo~en of India, while worshipping the 
divine c!hild, so delit;htfully naughty despite his divine 
powers) irefer to themselves as 'the Mother of God v .. " 1 

I 

1. A. L. Basham - Trj,e Wonder that Has India, 306. 
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The young Krsna r s erotic exp llilJets have a lso been ,,/idely 

popularized but lack the depth of religious dimension that other 

literature on I~sna p+eserveso As Lord of the Herdsmen (Govinda) 

his sporting with the'Gopis and his cnvorting with 16,000 wives 

must be seen symbolically as the love of God for the h~~an soul 

and the sweet music i~suing from the flute 

calling the~lOmen to leave their husbandis beds and 
dance wi~h him in the moonlight, represent the voice 
of God, calling man to leave earthly things and turn 
to thejovs of divine love .. · 1 

This theme has inspir~d Jayadeva's Gita Govinda (Song of the Cowherd) 

of Bengal (12th centuFY), which is a series of dramatic lyrics (to be 

sung) describing the :love of Krsna for Radha andthe mIlkmaids. .0. 
Appart trom the: popularization of Krsna as deity and the ... 

I 

mythologizing of the !exp16its"there are some parts of the story of 

ancient origin, so olid that they have been lost in antiquit.y, possibly 

. going back to the Ary)an warriors arrival in India. Other parts must 

have been or indigendus sources which in time were brought together 

to give a long tradition to Kr.sna,· son· of DevakI and Vasudeva. The ..... 
cult of devotion embraced him as a personal deity, a loving avatara 

of .'Vi~nuJ the savior of those ~Yho call upon him. ' .. 

3 POSSIBLE COUNTERPMT TO BUDDHISH 

The belief in a personal God who came to men with healing powers 

1.~, 305. 
(He have in one ot the Jevlish books of the Old Testament a similar 
theme. The Sang of Songs has to be understood as a mystical 
experience of the poet v7ho penned ito) 
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in the hands of the' bhakti cult became a movement that steiP.med the 

tide of Buddhism (H~nayana) and at the same time stimulated Buddhist 

devotees to evolve the Bodhisattva ideal(Mahayana) of love and 
I 

concern for humanity. The Avalokitesvara (the Lord who looks dovm) 

became the chief Bodhisattva. As P,admapa.'ni, his attribute} is . 
compassion and he r~aches into the deepest Buddhist hell (purgatories) 

I 

to rescue men. As t1anjusri he is a Bodhisattva with sword in hand 

1 to signify the destroyer of error and falsehood. 
I 

Nor did evolu~ion end here for the l~hayana school declared 

that Gautama Buddha, had never been a mere man but a spiritual being 

of three bodies; thp Body of Essence, Body of Bliss and the Created 

I 

Body (the Cr~ated Blody was the one seen on eartho) Buddha, a his-

torical person, bec~me a presiding deity, the Amitabha, a Father in 

F.eaven. There are many other heavenly Buddhas; all are emanations 

of the primal Body of Essence (Dharmakaya). The Body of Essence 

differs little fro~ the Hindu Brahman, the WDrld Soul, the Absolute, 

the Creative Urge,the Eternal.. The Created Body is like the 

incarnation of the ;divine form in Hinduism.. In ti.'1le Gautama took 
other 

onl features of Hiridyism; birt~ stories (Buddhist Jataka Tales), 

a series of incarn~tions for the purpose of alleviating the pain of 

the world.. The circle becomes complete as Buddha himself is accept-

ed into the Hindu ~vatara scheme as the 9th incarnation of Sri Visnu • ... 
What Buddhism at first had opposed in Hindu orthodoxy it now abs·orbed 

into itself under .;l new terminology so that in Buddhist bhakti cult 

the mere calling on the name of Buddha brings salvation .. 

1. Ibid .. , 276. -----
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It is the couhterpunctal balance between the two movements, 

the Krsna ideal of the, Epic, and the Buddha ideal of the later ... 
Mahayana school, which, evokes a creative stimulation and expresses 

itself in narrative fe~ as the Bhagavadgita (the Song Divine) and 

also the Lotus Sutra O:he flowery narrative ef tile life of Buddha 
- I 

with its marvelous elekents). Krsna could not remain a tribal hero ... 
for he had to be eleva~ed in the popular mind to god-head; and Buddha 

could not be envisaged, as purely human for he wa,s lifted beyond the 

human sphere and in th~ end given divine qualities. 

VI CONCLUSION 

1. ONE KRSNA OR SEVERA~ ... 
We now pause ~o ask the historian's question from tre outside: 

,) 

Who is Krsna? He who stands as the paradox of all paradoxes; the ... 
philosopher on the battlefield is the one who gives away his own troops 

to swell the ranks ef: the enemy. He acts as ally for the Pandavas but .. 
vows to hold no weapon in his hands. As the great hero he steops to 

fulfill the role of a kenial charioteer in the empley of Arjuna. As 

politiCian he secretly works for the annihilation of the Kauravas and 

for the victory of the' Pandavas. Hepresents himself to those who will 
•• 

have him as GOld incarn~te and ask them to worship him as such even 

while he acts like any' other "tricky mortal u • 

On the basis pf what has so far been said any critical inquiry 

must ask whether ther~ was only one Krsna or several. It is true that . ~. 
the Epic writer claim~ for the work the deSignation of" history, but 

not history per se because he qualifies this claim the adjective 

"sacred tl history. 
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And it is true that he is .not dealing with secular history for there 

is a fusing of the n~tural with the mythical. Krsna as the hero .... 
of the Yadu race, so~ of Vasudeva and Devaki, who hailed from the 

city of nwarakS in ciodern Gujerat is also the mythical avatara of 

the Lord Visnu and hence Eternal Being • . . 
The task we !undertood in this thesis was to, 

a) discover !whether the Epic Krsna ,1(1S a real human being, 
a histori!cal person with human characteristics 

b) explore tlhe possibility of several Krsnas who were 
brought tlogether by the Epic writers··· 

c) and if not then to trace the development of thought 
and belielf as it evolved from the finite to the in
finite Su~reme Deity, incarnated and accepted by the 
bhakti cullt as an object of devotion. 

On the basis: of the arguments presented in Chapter 1111 

we have reasonably established the fact that a historical Krsna .. " 
must have existed in ,/:be past, a conclusion which has been supporte<l 

by Indian tradition a$ well. We are convinced that there must have 

been some such man ev~n as there must have been some such great poet: 

like Veda Vyasa. The Epic itself gives evidence for such a corumon 

individual who shows so many human characteristics, in fact, there 

are times when he benaves more human than divine. Further support 

for the manhood of Kr$na comes from the family tree~ from the name .... 
of the clan to which ,e belonged and the places with which he is 

associated. 

1. See above, Chapter :III, 43ff. 
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Over the spJn of years individual persons were often segrega

ted from the common ~eople as custodians of wisdom and endowed with 

divine qualities. T~e poet saw in such a great man the god himself 

I 

in human form, living among the people and moving among the people. 
I 

There was a need for,a diVine element in a truly great person and the 

poet took Krsna and presented him as other than man. This is the 
, 

genius of the Indian'mind, which moved out of the circle of routinized 

Vedic sacrifice to f~llow a philosophical approach to the transcendent 

being so mystically defined in the yPanisads until at last it brought 
I • 

the wholly other do~ from the pedestal to the level of men in the 

Epic. He became thelGod no longer intellectually apprehended by a 

few but popularly wo~shipped by the masses. 

I 
There canno~ be several Krsnas in the Epic who by the process 

. • 4. 

of fusion were wedde4 together into one divine being. The same 
, 

historical person is'also the divine person, the god-man wrapped up 

all in one. The pro~ess of divinization is not unique for Indian 

thought alone. Bygo*e civilizations have developed in much the same 

way. We have already refered to the Chinese scheme in which the 

great emperors were ~mbued with heavenly attributes and deified as 

the first great gods, among men. For the Japanese the great goddess, 

}materasu, incarnate~ herself in the divine emperor who was believed 

by his countrymen toibe a uson of heavenu • The Ancient Egyptians 

attributed to their fharaoh the nature of divinity_ One could 

multiply such accoun¢se 
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, 

From early t;imes the Vedic religion and a number of popular 

tribal religions co-epdsted.. The deit·ies worshipped by the tribal 

people differed from the Vedic pantheon.. The same held true for re-

ligious practices and' beliefs, to quote De Bary, 

-Sheltered ulnder Brahmanism these remained restricted to 
tribal origlins but with the gradual decline of Brahmanism, 
together Wi!th the assert ing ini luence of Buddhism and 
Jainism, th~ popular religion gained in stature and per-

I haps seem tp be encouraged by Brahmanists as a means of 
challenging! the heterodox movements.. 1 

The one significant toc-ibal development that overshadowed all others 

was Krsnaism with ids dark hero of the Yadu clan. With Krsna as ... . .. 
temporal and spirituall leader the belief in himecpanded until at 

, 

last he was transformed into a tribal god. The effectiveness with 

which he was supporteid in the evolutionary process had its effect 

on early Buddhism as ~ell for we see the same process developing 

with regard to Buddhal" He came to be regarded as the one who had 

been available in for~er births and in the future he would COme again. 

To trace the process fof deification in Buddhism is less complicated 

since we have more hilstorical evidence at our disposal. For what 

happened in Buddhism ~ust have happened earlier in Krsnaism • . . . 
In the culmijnation of a long philosophical process the Vedic 

Pantheon had served als the beginning and brought with it a type of 

devotion to divine beiings by means of the ritual sacrifice. In the 

. 1. T. De Bary - Sourcles of Indian Tradition, Vol. I, 274. 
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process of time the trend was away from the Pantheon of divinities ' 

to a,concentration ~n the one sole Reality adhered to by the Upanisadic 
• 

philosophers. 1- -
Brah¢an was the Atman, Uthe Self le

, which was in men 

and in all objects ~f the universe .. 

There (in:that state) a father is not a father, 
A mother ~s not a mother~ the worlds are not 
worlds, the gods are not gods, the Vedas are 
not the V~das Q 0 0 .. 

There is *ot, however, a second, nothing else 
separated ,from him that he could see. 1 

That one (tad ekam)~ without another, was the creative principle. 

Material substance af things was derived solely from Bra~n. To 

him all must return~ just as a spider ejects and retracts (the threads) 

and a plant sends fqrth shoots from the earth, or a tiny spark flies 

2 out from the anvil. 

Creation and disolutionment are attributes of Brahman in 

the Upan:i:sads; they ~are attributes of Krsna in the Epic. There is no ... 
second other in the IUpanisads for all is comprehended in the divine 

, . 
being; so also for 1ihe Epic Krsna .. This does not mean the dental ... 
of all the ancient Vedic gods, Indra, Agui, Mitra, Varuna. All gods 

together with men become subordinated to the One God who in the Epic 

has been designated ,as ,the newcomer Krsna. It is a short step from the ... 
philosophy of the C~eator and Sustainer as one without another and the 

identifying of man ~ith ~hat divine being. The divine is in every

one, the atman resides in the, physical body_ The only distinction 

1. lr. U. Iv.3.22,23. 
2. Ibid., 11.1.20. 
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between men is that spree have come closer to that Ultimate and to 

being liberated from ~he material order. 

A very farnouls verse in the Upanisads drives home the teaching 
• 

of divine nature in the human soul. 
v 
Svetaketu was urged by his father 

to live the life of a; religious student so he studied all the Vedas 

for 12 years only to ~eturn conceited and arrogant. In the dialogue 

with his father the dliscussion centers around that Being, without a 

seco nd, who produced k;reation by saying, If}!ay I go forth, Hay I be 

many, may I grow, rQ a~d in doing so he entered into nama-rupa o The 

son asks for further iinstruction from his father, and the whole key 

to their discourse wals the affirmation that the principle of God is 

common to both the u~iverse and the individual. 

,That which :is the subtle essence (the root of all) 
this whole Iwor1d has for ~tself.. That is true. That 
is self. ~hat art thou, Svetaketu. 1 

We must b,eaI1 in mind that the actors in the Epic drama are 

not ordinary human b~ings. They have their origin in the divine being 

and to that source they ultimately return. Even the hated enemy is 

not barred from the heaven of Krsna~ Every man, as part of the divine ... 
within, needs to be ~reed from the world of nama-rupa o And when we 

ask: 'Who is Krsna,? jwe must give the answer in ultimate terms of ... 
"TAT TVAM ASI'-.. This is the record that t.he many hymns of praise 

to Krsna repeat. ande that has been accepted then it is not too 

1. ehh. U., VI.8.7 •. (TAT TVAM ASI). 
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difficult to move to Fhe final stage, namely, that of devotion. 

The popularization of'devotion was achieved by the Epic, especially 

by the Bhagavadgita ~hich lies embedded in the BhIsma parva. 

The Polythei~m of the Vedas was seen in a new light by the 

upanisadic seer as th~ wholly other who was unapproachable and 
• 

indiscernable unity. The Epic moves on beyond to the one who 

incarnates himself inl human form so that he might be accessable to 
! 

man and his needs. Hb becomes Krsna, the personal God, incarnation of 
I ••• 

Visnu, who receives piopular devotion in the centuries immediately pre-.. 
ceding the Christian lera.. 'J."he bnaKti oecame a devotee to Bhagavat to 

whom. devotion was diriected. The cult had its beginning -- it was none 

other than the cult qf the god Vasudeva. 

The evolutidn of Krsna is now co¢plete with the exception of ...... 
the childhood tales and the gopi legends which were to acrue later. 

There is a basis for the historical figure who in time became a 

legendary personage, :was embued with mythological q~alities and seen 

as a manifestation of the god Visnu whose appearance became necessary 
.. u 

in the divine economy whenever evil and justice prevailed in the 

affairs of men. In ~he setting right of things the Bhagavadglta 

uplifts Bhagavata as a personal God with eternal characteristics. 

I';mo see Me, in all 
and see all in Me 

recognize that, 

1. B.G. VI. 30 .. 

1 . . . . 
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Than Me no 'ptner higher thing 
Whatsoever ,exists, Dhana:pjaya; 
On Me all t~is (universe) is strung, 
Like heaps of pearls on a string. 1 

JGods know npt my orig-in. 
For I am th~ starting point of the gods. 
o • Q • 

'O,f",the Vrsnli-clansmen r am Vasudeva ..... 
'" • 4' 18 

There is nolne such as could be without 
I Me 1 no bei~ moving or unmoving. 2 

And those who cast a 111 action on him and meditate on him flDr them 

he becomes the Saviorl from the sea of the round of deaths. 

Such then wals Krsna~ the local tribal hero, deified after .... 
death to reappear as !the Supreme deity in the. Gha. As head of the 

V~;~i clan he appears: in strictly hunaan guise throughout the larger 

part of the MahabharalE!.. In the Gita he is both god and man; and 

as an incarnation of 'deity in human form he has all the attributes 

of a monotheistic de~ty. He appeals to both the higher and lower 

circles of population, whatever their intellectual or social status 

may be. Here lies tHe strength of Krsnaism in later India • . .. .. 
, -

Is Sri Krsna God or man? We can only answer that he is both, ...... 
whose comple~ charac~er should be so grossly misunderstood by Western 

critics of the great IEpic. He is a mortal and yet not a mortal. We 

can identify him by caste, family, parents, by the circumstances of his 

1. B.G. VII. 7ff. 
2. B:G: X.2> 37, 39. 
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birth; at the same time he tells us that he is unborn and of the 

many past births he:knows them all" ~e subjects himself to human 

laws and behavior b~t he is also above and beyond such laws and 

behavior. He died ~ne day by a hunter's arrow shot into his heel, 

but it is told to u~ that he is nevertheless immortal, eternal and 

infinite. Apparently the Indian mind remains untroubled by such 

paradoxs .. Krsna h~s been the object of devotion for over 2000 years ... 
but nowhere do we see signs of those who would demote him from the 

exalted positione [n fact the very opposite is true as fhe Krsna ... 
Consciousness cult ~ill testify (whatever we may say about it). 

Our only other alternative would be to cut Krsna completely 
••• 

from the drama - hi~ drama - to find if he makes any difference in 

the story. It prob~bly would destroy much of the Epic because he is 

central and an inte~ral part of the dramatic action. For the masses 

, -
the conviction perslists: Sri Krsna in the past aided the righteous .... 

I 

- I J?andavas, he helps his devotees now in their own trials and tribula-
•• 

tions. 
1 

For this s~ke" iiI come into being in age after agel!. 

2. AGE OF CONFLICT i 

- 1-The ~~habliarata does not deal ·with the problem of one Krsna 
I ••• 

or several. This is not the EpiC'S problem because it is concerned 

with the reconcili~g of the various images of Krsna to forge one ... 
comprehensive imag~. It accepts l<rsna as ruler, savior, teacher as 

a unity; as the dirine counter-part to the soul and thus includes the 

interiorization, w,ich pattern the Gtta has perfected. To achieve 

such a comprehensive image in an age of conflict is no small achieve-
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ment. 

In the Hahabharata, the Epic of Hinduism which was compiled 
I 

in final form somewhere during the closing centuries B.C .. , we see 

evidence of many int¢racting forces. It depicts an age of conflict 

which fits Indian thought on the cyclical evolvement of a world 

order within metaphy~ical time.. Within the ItDay of Bra~n" it 

concerns itself withithe last stage, the Kali yuga, the beginning 

of the present age which moves swiftly towards deterioration and 

final disolutionment.of the created world. The present order would 

come to rest in the cosmic order, th,e "Night of Bra~n" out of which 

would in time yet un~own emerge a new created order .. 

rue Bharata'war, which we dated about 900-850 B.C., symbol-

ized the emensity Ofi the conflict within which the social order was 

enmeshed. One people were pitted against another people and all hope 

of compromise or resplution was futile. The war that followed was 

a "War of Annihilatibn'l in the view of many commentators. The Kauravas 

lost the kingdom th~y had so unrighteously usurped as well as their 

identity as a separa~e clan and indeed their very lives. For the 

Pandavas it was onl~ a Phyric victory because their forces had 

been decimat.ed as weill. 

The conflic~ is more than that;, it is one of individual 

proportions. Withini the elaborate description of the 18 day war one 

hero is pitted againlst another hero in a life and death struggle. 

Karna, Drona, Salya,' Bhisma and Duryodhana individually are made to 
•• • 

meet'one of the Pand~vas in deadly combat, and the fact that they ... 
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are related to each other makes the conflict more tragic. It places 
i 

before us the antagon~sms of daily living within a social order of 

which all men are parto Wars are not necessarily the result of a 

clash between two cul~ures or civilizations. The(conflict usually 
, 

begins on a much more 'personal basis within the family, the com-

munity, the national structureo As has been said) a man's enemies 

are the men of his owl?- house: na man against his father~ and a daughter 

against her,mother, a~d a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; 

1 and a man's foes will Ibe those of his own householdo" 
i 

We see evidence of the conflict being interiorized as it 

takes place within the mind (soul) of the person himself. Kuru-

ksetra may be the heatt of the person andthe war becomes his agon-. 
izing over the action:he is to pursue.. As example we think of 

Arjuna's agonizing ov~r the rightness (or wrongness) of a war he is 

compelled to fight, in which so many were already drawn up in battle 

array, 

Teachers, f~thers, sons, 
Grandsires as well, 
Uncles, fatfuers-in-law, grandsons, 
Brothers-in+law, and (other) kin folk.. 

2 

His mouth becomes par~hed, body trembles, and,his hair stand on end, 

And my mind: seems to wander. 

'I do not with to slay ...... 
How should we not',lknow enough 
from this wickedness .. 0 • • 

I 

1. l1att. 10 :35f o 

2. Edgerton, B.,G. I. ~4 .. 
3. Ibid., 29£. 
4. ~., 35, 39. 

3 . .. 

to turn back 
4-
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So also Yudhisthira iwhen the battle had ceased, agonized over 

the senseless destru.ction which had taken place and is actually 

ashamed of being a ~atriya as he laments) tlfie on the usage of 
• 

the Kshatriyas. H 

Complimentary opposites have been universalized and are 

found on both level~, the metaphysical and tt~ physical. On the 
i 

metaphysical level tihe gods and demons (Asuras) contend with one 

another to ~ulfill ~reative roles: 
I 

Gods (Deva~) -----d~mons (Asuras) 
Vi~~u Siva 
Vedic deities ---- new deity Krsns (the One Supreme) ... 

On the physical levJl the creative spirit is enhanced in the inter-

action between the following: 

Aryans 
Brahmins 
pal).d.avas 
Good 
Sacrifice 
Faith 
Spiritual 
Divine in man 
Hindu 

Dasas 
~atriyas 

Kauravas 
Evil 
Devotion 
Doubt 
Material 
Human in man 
Buddhist 

In this scheme of opposites the Pandavas are designated as incar-

nations of various deities· I • 

Yudhisthira -----
Bhiw.a 
Arjuna . 
Nakula }' 
Sahadeva • 

... 

Dharma 
Vayu 
Indra 

Jl.swins 
I 

The Kauravas are represented as the incarnation of the Asurasj 

Duryodhana is none pther than the arch demon, Kali, while Duhsasana 

and others are ~ulastya demons. 

McMASTER UNJVERSITY LIBRARY 
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The poem, as we have noted previously, has a didactic pur-

pose, and one of the chief functions of Krsna was that of teacher • 
• • Q 

Since the Epic clearly sets out to inculcate a moral it does so by the 

method of contrasting the life and fate of the righteous Panda vas ... 
with that of the unr~ghteous Kauravas. The aim is to demonstrate 

I 

the victory of good aver evil and to provoke the hearers to engage 

in a good and virtuo~s life. As far as this goes it sounds admirable 

but somehow things tltrn out topsy turvy. Characters fail to act the 
, 

way one """auld expect· them to act and the chief hero of the EpiC, 

Krsna, representing ~odhead fails to conform to the standards of ... 
i 

morality which are so basic to the Dharma Sastra nor does he deny 

doing so. In the build up of the story we are led to sympathize 

with the Fandavas because of the injustices they had suffered. We 

feel that we have a right to expect that justice will be the keynote 

in their own behavio~ for they know that it means to suffer at the 

hands of villians. ~nstead we have to contend with a paradox. We 

have been told that two wrongs do not make a right but the behavior 

of the "righteous on$s fI hardly agrees. 
"J.: 

he war is wen by a whole 

list of aberrations ~f justice. The list is long and when finished 

we ar~ in a quandry as to who is the more just (or unjust). Any 

right-thinking person would condemn such acts. 

Yudhisthira, the Dharmaraja, tells barefaced lies at a 

critical stage of battle, knowing full well that his oponents will 

believe him and thus. be brought to an untimely death. Bhima, against 
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everything he had belen taught as a Ksatriya warrior, strikes a blow 
. . 

below the navel, shalttering the thighs of Duryodhana.. The god-like 

~- -Arjuna, friend of Srii Krsna, killed Bhisma, grandsire of the Kurus 
•• Qo 0 

by shooting him from behind an efeminate warrior against whom the 

old warrior could ndt fight.. On ano,ther occasion he shot and killed 

the disaevantaged ~rna who was pleading helplessly for time • .. 
When Krsna is accuseld openly of condoning such actions and encourag-..... 
ing the Pandavas in 'their evil deeds, he merely points out the wrongs . .. , 

of the enemy. Our s:ense of justice rebels against the whole idea of 

two wrongs making one rightQ 

The Kauravas on the surface at least appear to behave much 

more honorably and ~re represented as more generous of heart; they do 

not stoop to low do~n tricks against their enemies (at least not in 

the war). In consternation we stand and ask: Who are the real 

villians anyway? 
I 

H~s the Epic failed in its anticipated effort to 

vindicate righteousness (dharma) as supreme in the world? Evidently 

there has to be an explanation for this seeming paradox and the poem , 

does give reasons fq,r condoning the '~sins'l of the Pandavas. They .. 
are not supra-human1but human like the rest of us and'there is a 

basic awareness that no one is perfect. Our heroes do Sin, and have 

human failings so t~at we can the more identify with them. Even 

Krsna as human avatara meets this requirement. If anything» we ... 
are confronted not With pure whites and blacks but all the shades of 

grey inbetween. And the Kauravas are just as unscrupulous, if not 
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more sCl.l in a kind ofi cultivated l-lickedness; burning their enemies 

alive, cheating them of the kingdom, killing Arjuna;s son first to 

disturb him and make! him more vulnerable.. They plot in secret and 

present a sanctimonilous front to the world .. 

We can identify with the various kinds of personalities. 

The Pandavas and the! Kauravas have been universalized by the Epic as 
•• 

two neighbors who li!ve beside each other everywhere and in every 

age of man. The basic distinction is that of the motives out of 

which each acts. 

However, fdr our purposes we have centered our attention 
I :_ 

on the paradox of Slji Krsna who is found in the beginning) the middle .... 
and the end of the ~oem. He overshadows the entire Epic, manifesting 

the creative genius lof the Indian mind, as the one who was above dharma 

and adharma, and beyond good and evil. That which from the outside 

appears as several l4;rsna figures has. by the genius of the writer of 
, ... 

the Mahabharata bee~ comprehended into 'one whole. The uniting 

element is the teacHing of Krsna as avatara by means of which he .... 
Ucomes into being age after age .. u 
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APPENDIX I 

The death of Achillles in Greek mythology has a number of striking 

parallesl to the myth df Krsna's death in the Mahabharata. To mention 
••• 

but a few such similarilties: the killing by an arrow, the mortal 

wounding of the hero in what is the vulnerable part of his body, namely} 

the heel, the connectioln of theevent with a great war episode (1'rojan, 

Bharata), etc. are signiificant. The death of Achilles, regarded as 

a legend in this partic~lar account, is not elaborated in either of 

the Iliad or the Odessy but follows in another work which continues 

the s tory where the Odessy leaves off. Arktinos in his Aithiopsis takes 
. 1 

up the story and elaborates it. The legend of Achilles is considered 

to be the result of an .k.hean cult which promoted it or at least kept 

it alive. This gives t~e legend cultic significance and the account 

seems to relate quite well to Krsna for the death of Krsna through .0. . .. 
a hunter's arrow shot at his heel has the same legendary nature and 

most likely was retainea in the Mahabbarata under the influence of 

a cult. 

In the Odessy Achilles was killed by an arrow. No mention 

1s made to the heel. T~e fact that the funeral of the hero is also 

described makes the soory more true to human experience while in the 
I 

Aithippsis this is not so. The gods participate in the slaying, 

the arrow is guide~ by ~pollo. Kraemer J ~iythologies of the Ancient 

World, touches on the ptoblem when he says, 

1. L.R. Farnell, Greek iero Cults, 288. 
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I 

This is the famitiar folk-tale motif of the "life index", the 
implication that Ithe hero was invulnerable and potentially 
immortal is complletely contrary to the ideas of heroic epic. 
The story that Achilles had been dipped at birth in the waters 
of Styx which ma~e him invulnerable except where his mother 
held him by the beel is inconsistent with the Iliad where 
the fact that Ac~111eQ' mother is a goddess of the sea does 
not affect his o~n mortality. The heroes are mortal and 
vulnerable; they may suffer pain or death each time they take 1 
the field of battile, and in this lies the power of the stories. 

The same applies to the; legend of the death of Krsna. For some reason 
••• 

or other it was necessalry to fill in the gap between Krsna 
I 

as a human 
••• 

avatara until we see him again after his translation into the heavenly 

abode. 

1. S. N. Kraemer - Myt~ologies of the Ancient World J 236f. 

(Other sources for the iLegend of .Achilles: 
W.F. Otto - The H€meric Gods, 281. 
L.R. Farnell - Greek Hero Cults, 95ff., 288. 
Edith Hamilton :-~ythologI' 193f. 
H.J. Rose - A Hanpbook of Greek Mythology, 26, 239. 

I 


